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Recognition na111e of gaine for c·andidates

--a1ns-

by Dale Dunlap
and
Ann Barry

·--

In the 1978 elections for student body presi.dent
and vice president it seems personalit"ies have greater
importance over issues.
With six candidates vying for the two top SG
positions in the elections scheduled for Wednesday
and Thursday m o st of the active campaigning has
been done to get across names.
.
.
The men plan a week-long outreach to the student
body for support in the elections to be held April 19
and 20. Voting tables will be placed in front of the
snack bar, the library lobby and the Education Com-

plex. Students ma y vote from 9 a .m. t o 4 p .m . and 5
p .m. to 8 p .m . Wedne sda y and from 9 a .m. to 5 p.m .
Thursday .
·
There are issues in the campaign that almost all the
candidates basically support : the concept of
providing legal . aid, dental services and a compromise on the forgiveness policy,.
In the president's race there are three candidates.
Mark Omara , c,urrently an executive advisor to
outgoing Student Body President Bob White, h_as the
5upport of outgoing Student Body Vice President Bobby Allen and fellow exec_utive advisor Alen Asendorf. ·
His stiffest opposition comes from Ron Jakubisin,
president proctempore of t~e Senate, who has the endorsement of the lnterfraternity Council and Senator
Jim Soukup, who unsuccessfully ran for president last
year.

Ron Neild, the third candidate for president, surprised most senate observers when he cast his name
into the presidential picture. Neild is a former senator
who at this time has no major support but could be a
spoiler if the election is close.
For the first time at FTU, presidential hopefuls
decided to pi'c k vice presidential running mates.
There are three candidates in the running for the VP
post.
.
Running on the Omara ticket is Senator Mike
Scanlon. Running with Jakubisin is Armando Payas,
a senator and one of two FTU representatives on the
Florida Association of Student Senates .. The other
candidate is Jim Blount, who has been a senator for ·
three months, and has an extensive parliamentary
and Student Government experience.
Election, page 5

Union meets with VC o
by Lisa Chandler
-or-In-chief

Jack Mill, a junior mechanical engineering major,
shows some college ingenuity by relaxing with a little lunch· and a lot of homework but no cares .. '.a

good example of how to run hammock during a hot
spring quarter. (Photo by Tony Toth)

Poll reveals FTU name
should be cha~ged to UFO

·--

by Sunni Caputo

FTU's name'should be changed, according to 33 out of 50
students polled in a recent Future survey.
"We're not a 'technological' university," said one student.
"We're nowhere near the original concept of this university.
They thought we'd have all the scientists attending from the
Cape. Now the title is misleading and places the school at a
disadvantage as far as representing all the other departments."
Similar responses were received from those students answering yes, the general concensus being that a name would ·
be needed to also reflect the "liberal arts atmosphere" and
the "broadened scope" of FTU.
A s one student put it, "Who wants to get a music degree
from a 'technological' university?"
Students also mentioned the confusion of FTU with

Florida I~stitute of Technology and Mid-Florida Tech .
Some name suggestions offered were Central Florida
University, University of Central Florida, Sunshine State
University and Florida Technological and Liberal Arts
Universitv.
The name most favored, however, was University of
Florida at Orlando (UFO). Some were serious, others not,
but the possibjlities created by a name like this seem to be
circulating around campus.
"Sure, you know, 'reach for the stars', Pegasus, the
astrologically named streets, even the Future ... " expl ained
one student. "I guess I'm just on a 'spa ce kiek' after 'Star
Wars"and 'Close Encounters'."
One student would not give her "list" of suggestions
saying that she was "holding out" hoping for a contest of
some type.
Name, page 5

Student members of the Village Center Activities Board announced Wednesda y they oppose the proposed plans
for construction of a first phase of a
student.union.
"We consider the VC a student
union,
said Mike
Crumpton ,
president of the board. "We still feel
the center of campus is the vc ... It"s
·surrounded by activity. We feel that
instead of building two buildings, the
VC could be expanded, improved,
renovated to be quite a complex, qu te
a union."
Crumpton and other students on 1-ie
board met with acting -president I,..eslie
Ellis Tuesday. "I shared with th r·m
what President Colbourn has approved
with regards to expansion for .facilit ies
for student use," Ellis said.
Under . the proposal Colbourn
okayed, monies previously earmarked
for Phas~ ~II expansion of the VC
would be directed toward construction
of the first stage of a student uniop .
The first stage would include a· snack
bar, lounge and office space and an
outdoor tables and benches. The union
wquld also house the uni versity
bookstore, which must be relo cated by
March of I 980 in complianc~ with orders from the Department of Health ,
Education and Welfare.
Ellis said the union would meet the
needs of the student body, and "would
have a greater degree of flexibility in
long range development of the un iversity than the VC.
Village Center Director Ken Lawson
said he didn't have anything positive to
say about the proposal. "With the addition to the VC as it was with Phase III
expansion, we would've had a nice little union that would have satisfied
15,000 to 17,000 people for the next
25 years," he said. "But with this there
will be two separate buildings, neither
one satisfying the students."
Lawson said he didn't know how
Union, page 9

TllrlC.IJN f 1Ji1JrE1
Soµrgripes
From now on if ·you have a concern or
gripe with a particular business in town
you can get relief fast from FTU's version of the Better Business Bureau. See
story, page .J.

'If elected I .. /
T:he student body president and vice
presidential elections are Wednesday and
Thursday. Ther.e are six candidates run- .
ning and if you don't know any of them ·
you ca,n meet them. See stor.ies, page 1 2
and 13.

Kamrad (erie)
For FTU crew coach Dennis Kamrad it
~as a long ·afterno.on of finishing out of
the
money
in
Melbourne
las t
. weekend .. .At least until the women's four
race was held. See $tory, page 21.

t_age 2-F Utilf@-Aptii
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Women's Task Force sets schedule

Being alone in foreign land
no picnic ·for internationals

"Today's Answers, Tomorrow's Opportunities," the event being sponsored by
the Women's Task Force, will be held this Wednesday in the Education Complex
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
.
The lobby will be filled with booths representing various organizations, along
with a variety of other special activities such as speakers and films.
The activities include the following:
·

by Sunni Caputo

FACULTY SPEAKERS:

sbffwrtter

TIME

ROOM

SPEAKER

TOPIC

He walks among the chattering students, but he's invisible to their eyes. A long
way from home, in a foreign country, he always seems to be on the outside looking 9 a.m.
Dr. Marilyn Whisler
125
Women as a Political Force
in.
Dr. JiU Thompson
IOa.m.
Worry and Stress-Am I Complicating My ~ife?
125
Dr. Margaret Thomas
"He" is an international student and there are 306 such students at FTU. Each
Dr. Sandra Guest
day they face this type of situation or ones similar, which is why the office for InMy Time is Vital-How do I make it Work for Me?
Dr. Bili Callerrnan
11 'a.m.
TBA
ternational Students was formed.
Eating Myself Healthy-What Arn I Doing to My Body Ms. Chris Wingate
TBA
"The office was opened in No:vember 1977 to take care of international studen° Noon
and Mind?
Mr. Bob Taft
ts," said N. D. Hoan, international student coordinator. "Before that the university
Intimate Communication
Dr. Phil Taylor
1 p.m.
125
offered few services for these students." .
2p.m.
Employment Trends for Women and the All
Mr. J~ Wilson
125
Hoan's first step w.as to try to contact and organize all 3Q6. The "international
Important Interview-Demonstrations and Techniques . Mr. Jim Gracey
student" falls into two categories: the foreign students -( 156) and the resident aliens 3 p.m.
My New Legal Rights and Liabilities-Whether I
Dr. Gene Chambe~
125
(150).
Want Them or Not!
These students represent 45 'nations, the largest amount coming from Iran. KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
Others include Cuba and the countries in the Far East and Africa.
Dr. Betty Siegel
The Three Faces of Eve
The majority are studying engineering and natu.ral sciences and will return to
11 a.m . & 125
Noon
their countries upon graduation. ,
·
FILM
FESTIVAL:
Although most reside in the dorms or apartments, Hoan is trying to organize a
Host Family Program. This would enable a student to live with an American
"Growing Up Female"
9 a.m.
family.
"Women's Rights in the United States"
10 a.m.
"The Host Family Program will give the international student the opportunity
"We Are Women"
10:30 a.m.
to know American culture," he said. "This is one facet of .the international student
"Psychological Differences Between the Sexes"
11:15 a.m.
that has been overlooked for a long time - the association of the international
"How to Say No to a Rapist and Survive" -Staraska
11:45 a.m.
student with American students for an exchange of culture, opinions and a general
"Woman's Place"
1:00 p.m.
awareness of the advantage of having the international student on campus."
'•Never Give Up"
2:15 p.m.
Hoan also organized a "coffee hour" on campus, in an effort to get the inter"How to Say No to a Rapist and Survive"-Staraska
3:00p.m.
national student and other FTU students and faculty together. For the last two
months, however. not one American student attended.
There will be a Sidewalk Cafe featuring salads, unique sandwiches and other
"They're (inter.national students) feeling lonely," explained Hoan. "That's why I
alternative foods for fitness.
tried to organize these programs."
"They complain about the fact that besides classroom activity they live only
with their countrymen. They wish to mix with the American student."
"There's some kind of isolation among the international students and that's
what I intend to break~ .. that wall between the international student and the
American community."
Currently Hoan is working single-handedly in his office handling all the paper
work in addition to seeing 10 to 15 students daily.
The student body presidential candidates will be debating live on the Knight
"I need some manpower and financial allocation," .he said. "Hopefully with the ·News this morning at 11:30. A station spokesman said the debate would be in a
new president ... "
"fireside chat setting" but would generally be a period of questions and answers.
Hoan hopes to be able to expand his facili~ies to be able tq offer more services.
The news program may be viewed on campus clos.ed circuit television sets located
Besides his counseling function, he would like to organize more campus and comin the library lobby, the snack bar and the Classroom Building.
munity programs.
The next "coffee hour" will be April 27 at 1 p.m. in the Student Organization
Lounge. For more information you can contact Hoan in ADM 282.

Candidates to debate on campus

Tired of Cfiernicals,
Preservatives and cans?
New Snack B.ar-Knights Cub
Conc¢ssion Area Education Complex

Fresh homemade soup
Coffee
Homemade donuts
Hot dogs/ Chili dogs
Super.Ham I Super Beef
Dannon Yogurt
B.A. Cookies
Homemade Bagels
Orange Juice
MON-THUR 8-7:30
FRI 8-3:00

we have crepes in !

lEADA

---

AFTER COllEGE.
Enter the employment market with
assets that American business and ·
industry need. And begin your life
·after college with the opportunity of
developing two careers.
How? Through Army ROTC leadership and management ·training .. With
that. ROTC graduates measure up to
the needs of American business.
You 'll not only lead a life in a civilian
career. You'll also have the opportunity of enhancing it as an officer in
the U.S. Army Reserves or the Army
National Guard .
That means extra income. immediate management experience.
community involvement. Two careers .

Gill:

Martin Stanton
305-273-3148

ARMY: ROTC.
llE TWO-YEAR
PROllAM • .

f'!
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FTU's Better Business Bu.reau
opens ·10 serve students with- gripes
by Richard Paiva
_.,i.1wotter

.

If a bad business deal gets you steaming, FTU's version of
a better business bureau, the Student Consumer Uniori, may
be able to help you resolve your problems.
The recently opened service, sponsored by Student Government, is designed to help FTU students who have complaints about off-campus as well as on-campus businesses.
"It's for students who are dissatisfied about any service
they have received." said Julie Long, director of the union .
"All a student with a complaint needs to do," explained
Long, "is to come into our office and fill out a complaint
form . We will forward a copy of the complaint along with

an accompanying lett~r to the business involved."
Long said if a response is not received from the business in
15 days a second letter will be sent to the business and letters
will continue to be sent: if there is still no response, in 15 day
intervals until a total of four letters are sent to the business.
Bob White, student body president, said the Student Consumer Union will probably also rely on advertising to prompt businesses to resolve students' complaints.
"We have the leverage of representing over 10,000 students," White said, "and we may use publicity such as placing
ads in the Future which would list uncooperative businesses."
Consumer, page 5

Julie Long
... runs Consumer Union

Senate passes night
111eeting resolution
despite White veto
by Dale Dunlap
ma"'"&lns editor

Despite the -possibility of another
veto from Student Body President Bob
White the Student Senate last week
passed Resolution 10-16, which would
initiate night meetings for the Senate.
The resolution, introduced by
· Senator Jim Soukup and passed by a
17-4 vote, amended Resolution 10-1
which was vetoed by White because he
was concerned about whether the
senators would attend the evening
mee t"-igs .
. ukup argued that convening the
f ,t Thursday senate sessions of each
.onth from 5 p.m. until 7 p.m. would
.;erve the needs of opening up sessions
for night students.
During the debate Senator Pete
Latham s·aid that he was willing to
"give night meetings a try" and if it
proved to be inconvenient -the
resolution could easily.. be rescinded.
In other Senate action a controversial . photography bill sponsored by
Senator Mike Scanlon was defeated by
an 18-7 vote. The -bill would have
provider! ~ e~_,,.., funds to sponsor a

"professional-like" photography
booklet exhibiting over 80 campus
photographers' works. Proponents of
the bill said it would give FTU the
recognition it deserves and the Senate
could also gain the profits made from
sales to students.
Those agai_n st the bill said it was too
expensive and they had reservations
whether stu~ents should be charged for
something they already paid fot with
Activity and Service Fee money.
Another bill introduced by Senator
Tom Hoffman granted $80 to a team
of marketing students to conduct
a market survey on the effectiveness of
the Future. However, Hoffman was
expected to withdraw the bill due to a
misunderstanding . over whether the
Future would be willing to pay for the
survey.
Future Editor-in-Chief Lisa ".::handler said the Future would b€ 'more
than willing" to pay for the survey.
Hoffman told the senators when he introduced the bill that he had t;fked to
Chandler and she had refused to pay
for "under no circumstances." The bill
passed 24-0.

Even at FTU the trees need to be amused and this one is no different.
Actually, a student is juggling behind a tree. Wonder if his juggle is
worse than his bark? (Photo by Tony Toth )

Abortion c-l inic OlNner claims service . is necessary

Patte Martin
•• ... abortion a right"

With much recent local criticism of abortions and womens'
health clinics, Patte Martin, owner of Orlando's Women's
Health Center, sticks up for the clinics and their operations.
"It's necessary to have clinics providing services at a low
enough price for college students and high school students
with quality care, and to provide the service without the lecture that usually accompanies visits to professional womens'
doctors," says Martin, who has FTU degrees · in business ad-.
ministration and communications. "We are there to provide
.a service without a judgmental sermon ...
Martin emphasized that her clinic goes to great lengths. to
provide patients with privacy and confidentiality. Recent
newspaper stories have ·questioned these ~spects of the
facility's operations.
The Women's Health Center, located on Magnolia
Avenue, deals with m<\-n)'. FTU students, accordi~ to Martin . Among the services the clinic offers are abortions, free ·
pregnancy tests, family planning clinics, pelvic and breast
exams, venereal disease tests, Pap smears, urinalysis and
prescrptions for birth control pills.
Vasectomies are also done at the clinic by appointment,
and tubal ligations are offered through the center (though
the actual operation is done in the hospital). Orlando attorney David Kerbin, co-owner of the clinic, independently
handles adoptions. There is a 24-hour patient and public
"hotline" for problems and quest-ions.
The Women's Health Center is now planning a rape crisis
program and programs to help women learn self-vaginal
examinations.
Why did Martin decide to open a women's health center

with degrees · in busi11_e.ss administration and communications? '"My private interests combined with my
education to form a unique package," she says. ·
White Martin was working at a healt~ clinic in Jackson. ville, she became unsatisfied with the number of special services the clinic offered its patients. She felt it was necessary
for the clinic to offer many services that it would not. Accor,ding to Martin, the center changed hands, and the new
owner had no desire to treat tlie patients fairly .
So she left the clinic to open 9ne of her own. She said her
business degree has helped her in the man,flgement of the
business and her communications degree.has helped her with .
the counseling aspects of the job.
Martin also operates two- branches of 4er Orlando Birth
Control Center, in Daytona Beach and Melbourne. These
centers offer free pregnancy tests, counseling, literature and
make appointments for the Orlando abortion ciinic.
'Tm getting paid .for doing something. I'd do anyway,"
says Martin. "I consider the opportunity to have an abortion
an absolute, necessary right."
The majority of Martin's staff has had abortions and have·
degrees in psycology.sociology, or social welfare, so they are
also qu11lified as coun.selors and know wh~ both sides of the
situation is like, Martin said. All of the staff are women, except the doctors. Many of her staff also graduated from FTU.
White attending FTU, Martin worked six days a week and
went to classes 1four nights a week. She also worked ,as a
copyeditor for the Future and graduated from FTU summa
cum latide.
Deanna Gugel

Future
, April 14, 197_8
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Roxi
What's ahead
tor education?.

In a shopping mall - Roxi. In disguise . has
tracke d down an old friend -

Florida educators and citizens will
t a lk about "Schooling, Social Expe ct ation , E conomic Realities" a t th e fifth
a nriua 1 sta t e conference on te ach e r
educ a tion a t the Kahl e r Pl aza Inn in
Orl a ndo April 17-18.
T e a c h e rs , schools admini s tr a tors,
coll ege
professors ,
stude nts
in
educ a tion a nd members of the pubii c
are urged to come to th e confe r en ce to
discuss alternative futures for Florida ' s
schools and d evelop recommendations
for the state.
To register for the conference, write
Anna Nuernburger, 293 Norman Hall,
College of Educat~on, University of
Florida, Gainesville 3 _2 6 l l.

Future law officers

offered grants
Student Financia·l Aid is now a c cepting a pplica tions for the Dr. P. Phillips
Foundation Law Enforcem ent Grant ·
for Summer Qu;;!.rter. Grants m ay
range up to $200.
Requirements are:
1 . Be enroll ed full-tim e .
2. Have law enforceme nt r e la t e d
work experience or be empl o y ed fulltime with a law enforcement agency .
3. Fill out an application .
Deadline for the application is M ay 31 .

Biology Club

meets Tuesday
There ~ill be ·a meeting of the
Biology Club April 18 in room 215 of
the Biological Sciences Building at
noon. Topics to be co.vered include
nominations for 1978-79 officers and
selection of a delegate for this y ear's
Tri-Beta convention . Every one is
welcome to attend.

Honor medai goes
to FTU professor
The coveted George W ashingt n
Honor Medal, presented annually by
_the Freedoms Foundation at Valley
Forge in recognition of efforts that
epitomize the American w~y of life,
will be presented April 21 to two wellknown
Central
Floridians
at
~eremonies on .the FTU campus.
The award, to be given for their
work in the production of the. film
series , "Economics and Your Pocketbook," will · go to Dr . Robert Hicks,

professor of economics and WESHTV 's John E. Evans . Making th e
presentation will be Robert W . Miller,
president of the Freedoms Foundation.
The ceremony will take .place in
front of the Administration Building at
9:30 a.m .
Following the awards ceremony at
FTU , Mi.lie r will speak at a noon lunche on of th e Economics Club of
Orlando at the Lang ford Hotel. Hicks
is the ·president of th e club, founded
l ast y e a r to provide a platform of
common inte r ests for a rea exec utives
and the ir guests.

Sigma Delta Chi
elects new officers
The FTU . cha pter of Sigma Delta
Chi, the Society of Professional Journalists, elected office rs for the 1978-7<;J
term.
They are Kathy Johnson, president;
Joe KHsheimer, vice president; Brian
LaPeter, treasurer; and Teri Green,
secretary.
The next SOX meeting will be held
April 18 at noon in HF A 206. All
members are encouraged to attend since plans for the May horse show are
being finalized.

Army ROTC offers

summer course
If you enro.11 ·and complete a new
summer course offered by the Army
ROTC, you .can qual~fy for their advanced training program and $100 per
month (for a total of $2,000). Afterwards you may become a Reserve Army Officer and serve only 90 days of
active duty at full pay and allowances.
You can act now and receive the
Army's career planning portfolio and
be contacted by an Army ROTC cadet
who will explain the summer program
to you.
.
For more information call Martin
Stantin at 273-3148.

Ina mess?

PLC members work
for next year

The 197 8-79 President's Leadership
Council has ·been chosen and the council members are now working on
se v e ral projects for n ext year. The
m e mbe rs are chose n on the b as is of
a c a d e mi c
excell e nce ,
lea d e rship
Dr. Burto n Bornste in , nationall y
qua lities ·a nd servi ces to th e uni ver sity
r enowne d podi a trist , will b e the g u est
and community .
le cture r of the Pre professional M edi c al
This yea r' s couc il m e mbe r s a r e: Lisa · · Socie t y at th e ir m eetin g April 20 , from
Ch a ndl e r , N a n cy D ixo n , Paulin e
noon to 1 p .m. in SC 208. He will b e
Eng la nd , Ri c k F a rl ey, D ea nn a Gugel,
speakin g a bout podiatric m edicine as a
T er ry Heinl , T om Hoffm a n, Ka thi e
caree r a nd th e implica tions of the fie ld
Holla nd, N a ncy Jedrey, Jeff L ehm a n ,
in th e U . S. h e alth d e live r y system.
Debra Lind , Rhond a M a r x, Jessie M a tEve r y one is jnvited .
thews, Ma r k Omara , Armando Payas ,

Medical society
hosts podiatrist

the marketplace
services
EXP£RT TYPING 15 yrs. exp. for ·students-term
papers, reports, thesis, resumes, etc. For
professionals-all types of work. Reasonable. Call
Bea 678-1386.

TYPING-IBM Paper supplied, Call 275-28651671- .
4081. Marti.
Typist to do term papers and theses at home~ Call
~3637. No Friday Nights or Saturdays.
,FREE : PREGNANCY TEST: Abortion assistance
(Professl-1 medical care); low-cost birth con-

:!iro~v~!!te:.0":'n::nt~~~ N'!"Man::n; B~:
Available by phone 24 hrs. • day: 422-0606; or
toll free 1(800) 432-8517.
Veterans, DON'T FLUNK! You have $69.00 • month •w•ltlng you to use for• tutor, separate from
your benefits. We have the tutors, do you have the
need? If you do, stop by and let us help. Come to
ADM 282 or Call 275-2707.
.·

for sale
DIAMOND Engagement & Wedding Rings: Up to
50% dlscountto students, faculty, & staff. Example: V.·ct. $125, Yz ct. $325, l ct. $895, by buying
direct from leading diamond Importer. For color
cata101 send $1 to SMA Importers Inc., Box 42
Fanwood, NJ 07023 (Indicate name of school) or
call (212) 682-3390 for location of showroom
neare_st you.
T-~

10-speed ·bicycles. Good condition.
Reasonable cost-Call Scott at 273-0704.
·

Bike-Brand new, never tieen. used, mint condition,
single speed. Call 273-~·47;· $45.00.
1962 Yz ton PICKUP. CHEV~ 6 cyl. 3 speed. Long
bed. Call Bart.are 275-28741365-6436.
P/U Truck Topper fits 8 ft. fleetslde bed. Good
cond. $150.00.
'
·
72 Olds Cutlass Supreme PS, PB, ·Ac, AM/FM.
White Interior. Extra. clean. Excel. Cond. Grad.Must sell. $1495. 273-06591277-6288.
Honda 550-4-Excel. Cond. Fairing Helmet, Rac:k,
Bags. $900. Good deal. 1-323-9402.

Did you end up with four hard subjects?
A class in ''How to Study and Pass Exams.''
might help.

Mark Pick e tt , Mike Scholla, John
Simonds, Deanna Stroud and Jeff
Telander.

Chevelle 72 Malibu 4 dr, 8 cyl. automatic, PS, Air,
New Battery, Brakes, Shocks, Muffler, Alt. 3 new
tires. 671-8434. $1150.
Oviedo Homeslte for Sale. 2 acres with city water.
$11,700. Call 783-2435 or write P. O. Box 246
Cocoa Beach, FL

Developmental Center
Dorm C, Suite 108

73 Vega Good Cond. $495/offer. Complete scuba
gear $200. Great buy. 568-5282.

Phone 275-2811

'73 Cougar XR7-V8, AT, PS, AIC, AM-Tape, excellent cond., $2225. 671-¥65 after 3:30 p.m.

Uwe comfortable, live CLOSE TO nu In large 3
bdrm, l Yz bath, living & family rooms, eat in kltchen, backs up to woods, REALTY WORLD, Kirton
& Assoc. REALTORS, 423-7000 • .

for rent

help wanted
EARN $4.00/Hour tutoring. The Office of
Veterans' Affairs Is looking for tutors In all
academic areas, especially Acct., Biol., Econ.,
Engr., Mgmt., and Stat. If you're Interested, stop
by ADM 282·or Call 275-2707.
STUDENTS! &m $200 to $3000 • month while In
school working pert-time. No sales experience
required. Call Joe at 677-1831.

personal
WANTED-Roommate, female, serious student,
mature. Own room Yz ml to nu $95 & Yz utll. No·
smoke or pets. 273-6093 eves.
SAVE $100 to Sl,000 the next time you buy• new
or used car or truck! A 4-pege report written In
easy-to-understand form by • former car
salesman. Learn how to shop & save $$ every time
you buy. Send for this EXCLUSIVE, COPYRIGHTED
REPORT--Only $1.00 plus S.A.S.E. to C.A.R.S. P.
0. Box 1082, Alta. Springs, FL 32701.
Labrador Retriever-loyal dog. 12 weeks old. Free
to good home. Ph.-2'1_.7:.g203.
Looking for a conscientious Individual to share exp.
of 3 bdrm home<;• A/C, fumlsbed with antiques,
easy access to nu, $175.00/mo pays all. Call
295-7049.

(!)
·M ake
it all
better.
Red Cross.
The Good Neighbor.
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Consumer------------- Name
From page 1

Frompage3
White alro said the Student Consumer Union plans to work closely
with the as yet undeveloped FTU SC.sponsored Legal Aid Services·. White
added , however, that the Student Consumer Union will try to avoid taking
legal action whenever possible.
Long said the Student Consumer
Union also plans to publish several
types of brochures, such as one on offcampus housing, which would aid
students in being better informed consumers. "FSU and UF already have

these types of service brochures, " Long
said.
White said he worked closely with
the Florida Division of Consumer Services in setting up FTU's program
which may eventually be tied in with
the state's consumer complaint computer network .
The Student Consumer Union is
open from 9 a.m. to 4 o.m. Monday
through Friday and is located in Room
223 (Centralized Services Office) of
Student Government at the Village
Center.

"They .should h a ve a contest for
name ideas and have a free quarter's
tuition for the winner," she said.
Those students against · the name
change cited finances and unnecessary
confusion as their main reasons.
One student said a report on Knight
News had estimated the cost of such a
change at $60,000 to $70,000.
"I really don't understand the big
hassle," he said . "We have 11,000
students, are we equipped for more, do
we need. more? I question if. the need is
worth that much money."

· Students also felt the change would
be too confusing. Their main concern
was problems with graduating from a
university "that no longer exists."
Others worried that FTU is just
beginning to "put its name on the
map" and that in changing the name it
would jeopardize its recognition.
· Finally one student looking up from
a stack of books and calculator commented, "I don't want the name
changed 'cause I'rn an engineering
major ~!"1d it will. look good on my
resume.

Election-----------------Fron:i page 1
Although some candidates are running on tickets,
voters "will be able to vote for anyone for· president
and vice president regardless of the. ticket. The only
reason the concept of running mates appealed to the
candidates was becau~e of the $300 spending limit
for the campaign. By r,unning on a ticket the candidates can share $600 on election expenses. The ex-

.scu·aA
. ·CE_
R TIFICATION ·
Course Being Offered
Spring Quarter By
The FTU Aqua Knights
Sign Up At The
Student Organizations
Office (V.C. 134). .
Deadline is Monday,
April 17
The Aqua Knights will have a
regular meeting April 20th, at noon,
in the Student Organizations
Lounge.

I'd like to talk to you about
an Air Force career.
I'm Sergeant Ray Gutzler, your
Air Force Representative at
the University of Southern Florida.
The Air Force has a challenging
and rewarding career waiting
for you if you quality.

WRITE OR CALL:
1028-0 E. Memorial Blvd.
Lakeland Mall
Lakeland, Florida 33801
CALL COLLECT:
813-682-8857

pense limit for single candidates is $309.03 and expense statement forms must be submitted to the Elections Commissioner 23 hours after the election. The
election results will not be coruirmed until th~se forms have been reviewed.
Dan Smith, a member of the Elections Commission, said candidates have attended all infor-

.mational meetings and are aware of the guidelines.
"We hope we don't get tied up with candidates' objections (to the guidelines)," he said , "and have more
time to boost the value of the election."
·r
He said the commission is approaching campus
organizations for help with the elections in an attempt to draw more voters.

RON JAKUBISIN

FOR PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT BODY
Accomplishments:
* Pres. Pro Terr- - 10th Senate
*Senator of the Year -1976-77
*Finance Committee·
*Commuter Services Committee

Vote for Open, Independent, . Progressive Leadership

ARMANDO PAYAS

For Vice-President of the Student_Body
Accomplishments:
* President's Leadership Council
*Service Committee
FTU's De.legate to the Florida
Association of Student Senates

·*

I

Vote for a Man who will .make the Senate Efficient

I->=
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Students will have ·tough·
decision to make at polls.
Students voting in this year's Student Government
presidential and vice presidential elections have one
of the best groups of candidates in recent years from
which to choose. ·
Mark Omara is the ·most qualified and the best
candidate for the presidency. He has gleaned much
knowledge in his capacity as executive advisor to
student body president Bob White. His closeness to
the presidency ha.s given him a definite advantage..
He also has a vast background of senate and committee experience and has worked diligently on several
worthwhile projects.
Omara understands the underlying principle of a
student government. He maintains student government should be a service organization, not a
political one. This attitude would play a crucial part

in serving the student body.
Omara's exl?erience as executive advisor would
also enable him to make a smooth transition to the
presidency. He would be able to forego the initial few
months it would take to become familiar with the
details of the president's duties.
Another plus is the fact that Omara recognized the
importance in compromise. With a. new president,
this attitude will be helpful in presenting the students'
viewpoints to the new president.
Students will have a more difficult time choosing a
vice president. Although this year the candidates are
running on tickets, students may vote for whomever
they please.
We are equally impressed with Jim Blount and
Armando Payas. The trick is not to rely totally on

personalities, which is an easy thing to do .
Jii:n Blount recognized the _faults with this year's
senate and plans to keep next year's senate ·in line.
His most outstanding quality is that he is not afraid to
censure senators when they get out of line. He would
be sure to work to discourage personality conflicts.
Although he has been in the senate only three months,
he has a strong knowledge of parliamentary
procedure.
Armando Payas has extensive experience on the
campus and state senate levels. He is soft-spoken, yet
has the determination to keep the senate in line. He is
extremely diplomatic, and recognizes that conflict
between the legislative and executive branches ot SG
should be resolved. He is well-liked among the
student body, and his good temperament ·would be
invaluable in dealing with the senate.

THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Student Opinion Poll

lEliillr~

Jakubisln dove
into 'crannies' of
ad111inistration
Editor:
I am writing to lend m y endorsement of Ron Jakubisin and
Armando Payas for office in the upcoming presidential and
vice-presidential election. I consider next year as crucial in
the. role Student Government plays on campus and with our
new university president, and I can think of no .better men to
represent the student body during this time.
·
Jakubisin has been particulary impressive these past months by probing the nooks and crannies of the Administration
to find ways to make the university work for ·the student
bodv. He has gained the re~ect of his working a~ociates bv
his thoroughness in his preparation, his fairness and geniality
I believe Ron will work hard for the students «>f FTU, anc:r
will repr_e sent us well both on the university and state level.
Armando, very simply, can work with anyone, a trait th:;tt
.is. particulary important when dealing with the various interests g·roups found in the senate. As the year has
progressed, he has taken .more and more responsibility upon
himself in state and senate duties; and is now ready to
assume the role of vice-president.
I know both of thel!e gentlemeri to be of the highest caliber,
and will do .the very best for ITU and its students. I support
them fully.

Do you believe that intelligent life exists elsewhere?
1.

1. Paula Jumpcut/Clnematography Major
2. Bob Bud/P. E. Major
3. Jerry Mander/ Polltlcal Science Major
4. Charlene Cable/R.T.V. Major
S. Kgcrymk· 17 /Physic Major

3.

Who cares?

Omara serves students with distinction

Bill Beekman

r

LETTEr'I
IJIJLl[]'1
Letters must bear the writer's signature and phone number,
and should be no more· than 300 words in length. Names
will be withheld upon request. The Future reserves the
right to edit letters to fit space requirements.
Mailing address:
P. 0 . Box 25000, Orlando, 32816.
Editorial office phone 2 7 5-260 l. Business office phone:
275-2865.
Thi~ public document was promulgated at an _annual cost
of $4-9,650 or. 16.2 cents per copy to i~form the FTU .
community. Annual advertising revenue of · $20,650
:defrayed 4-1.6 percent of the annual cost.

F11i1Jrfl
Florida .
technological
University

F.di tm--in -ch i <~f

Lisa F. Chandler ·
Busill<'ss Manag<'r

Jim Stephens
Managing Editor

Dale.-Dunlap

Editor:
It is a privilege to . offer this endorsement ori
behalf of Mark Omara and Mike Scanlon for the
offices of student body president and vice
president.
·
·. Mark Omara's c.apa;bilities and credentfals .a.re
m__oie than deserving of this _support . .Mark ' has
serv.e d the student -body with .distfoct~on · f<iic
almost fqur years. For · three years· he provided.
leadership _in the . Student Senate chairing the
Legislative, Jµdicial ·and Rules Committee.· and
.the Clubs and Organizations Committee: For the
~a~ year, Mark has served the executive bradth
pt Student . Governmen~ as executive advjsor, I~
'this.-cilp;otcity Mark has provided diredion in the
developl!lent of an independent course/professor
evaluatio~ progtam which will be administered
.for the first time this quarter.' Mark has design~
lhe progra,m so that the results may be publis~
f1>r :studen~ use during registration. In addition
;Mark ha~ cqor4inated the development · of th.e '
F.;rU'night student directory and has served as the

Editorial Staff
Rick Jaffe, Sports Editor; Brian LaPeter, Entertainmen.
Editor; Darla Kinne y, Production Manager; Ric hard
N elson, Assistant Sports Editor; Tony Toth, Photo
Chief; _Toe Kilsheimer, Assistant Editor; Ann Barry,
Sunni Caputo, Don Gilliland, Ray Gilmer, Deanna
Gugel, Pam Littlefield, Anthony Ricardi, Lillian
Simoneaux .

Business Staff
Judy D'Ambrosia, Car/.. Merkle, Ivan Trabal, Cher
Williams.

student · representative on ·six university commiti-·
t®:S·d~is <lay-to-day contrib.utions in the workings
91.'S.f l:ldent Government ha,v'e been invall,Jable.
. · On the state level Mark has .:~lpeo me. to
achieve significant results withiO,' the Florida
Studenf Association and the State. .Council of
Studen(~dy'Pr,eside~ts.
· · ·
The :· -contributions.: that Mark has made to
Student -·G overnment. during the last four year.s,
and tfie e~erience that heh.~~ g_ained·duri11g_·this
~ime, make him without question the most
able and deserving candida"te -foi; the officEt of
sf;udent body president.
·.·:.O f the.: c~ndidates running for ·v ice president,
Mike Scanlon is clearly the bes.t .choice .. Mike has
·~tve<f ·.w _ithin the legislative branch of .Student'
·GP:Vernriient this year authoring a number of
signifi<:'~nt ,Pieces of ·~~gi~lation aimed at prntectil;lg . s.tu~ent .rigtits . a:nd streamlini11g tpe
~~rati6os . of Student Government. In addition;·
Omara~ page 9

The Future is published w eekly fall , winter and
spring, and biweekly in the summer at Florida
Technological Uni~>ersity by President Leslie L. Ellis. It
is written and edited by students of the uni~•ersity with
offices in the Art Complex on Libra Drive.
Complaints may be addressed to the editor-in-chief
and appealed to the Board of Publications, Dr. Fredric
Fedler, chairman.
The editorial is the opinion Bf the newspaper as formulated by the editor-in-chief and the editorial board,
and not necessarily that of the FTU administration.
Other comment is the_ opinion ofthe writer alone.
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Headline
represented
'immature
·journalism'
Editor:
This letter is to exp r ess my disappointment in the March 31 article by
Ann Barry, "Student body VP falls
short of 2.0 average." The article
reflects an immature journalistic style
in my op inion , because that headline
was not the main thrust of the article,
but was probably used because it was
more of an eye-catche than a more appropriate one might have been--anexample of sensationalism.
I realize that the Future is a student
publication and one of its intentions is
to be a learning medium for the
students to gain a higher level of
professional maturity, but I did expect
more in this case. Maybe my letter can
contribute to that learning process. I
suggest the headline for that article
should have been similar to, "VP will
not be presidential candidate." I'm not
a journalist, but surely this more accurately reflects the pertinent news
without mentioning confidential information.
My chief complaint is that the title
used was sensationalistic by the .v ery

nature that it may appeal to some
readers be·c ause it pries int.o personal
information: a student's grades. It is in
poor taste to publicize this information
when the student, himself, has no
comment (according to your article),
and the "sources" you refer to must
surely be based on hearsay (in the
second paragraph you referred to
.. campaign gossip"). As a secretary on
this campus, I am awa re of the respect
that faculty and staff maintain for
student records. It is, in fact unlawful
for anyone who has access to student
records to disperse any information from
the files without t.he student's written
permission (as per the Buckley Amendment, Public Law 93-380 , the
"Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974").
I look forward to a higher degref of
professionalism in the upcoming issues
of the Future.
Kathy Driscoll
Secretary, Political Science

Editor's note, To the contrary, the
h eadline did include the main thrust of
the article, the vice president of the
student body was not able to run for
student body president because his
grade point average was not adequate .
His actual GPA was never m entioned
in th e article, b ecause th e Future did
not have access to those r ecords. Th e
fact that his grades prevented him
from doing what h e had planned was
important; hence, his GPA was the
n ews.

Students are 'special interest'
on Omara-Scanlon ticket
Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity
to express to you a·nd the student body
my views concerning the upcoming
Student
Government
elections.
Without r ese rv at ion I wish to let it be
known that I'm in full support and
have complete confidence in the Mark
Omara and Mike Scanlon ticket for
student body president and v icepresident.
Being vice president has brought
many
unique
and
interesting
revelations about the system of government and politics here at FTU. I have
had the opportunity to work with or
observe the motives and actions of a ll
the candidates involved in this race.

On the basis of my personal experience and as vice president of the
student body, I would ask that all
students use their vote with me to e lect
Mike Scanlon as the next student body
vice president and Mark Omara as the
next student body president.
Mark and Mike are the only candidates that possess the qua lities
necessary to lead Student Government
over the next year . ·The student body
needs student-m inded thinkers. Mark
and Mike will serve all the students as
their only special interest, I am sure.

Questions on stude~.ts'
rights unansM1ered
Editor:
As a result of specific charges I made
against several faculty members and
a'dministrators last quarter, and due to
the fact that these charges were conveyed to the Florida legislature, an
"investigation" took place. However,
since those charges investigated themselves, and since no one represented the
students' interests, false testimony was
given and accepted. Needless to say,
nothing positive or constructive came
out of the affair.
But fundamental questions remain
unanswered. Questions concerning
faculty responsibilities, adm inistrative
policies, and students' rights. In an at-

tempt to find some answers to
questions pertaining to these areas, L
with the aid of Bob White, submitted
several specific questions to Dr. Gambrell and to the University Counce!
(sic) over a month ago. There has been
no response. Is this another repressive
measure on the part of the FTU administration? How many intellectual
welfare recipients are there at this
university? Perhaps a few vitriolic sentences will provoke a response--even
though .it be a reactionary one. Be this
sufficient?
Jeffery L. Hyndman

Union--------From page 1
Student Body President Bob White
cou ld be confident of obta ining funds
for the union. "I don't see how in the
world with the money situation the
w .ay it is in the state system anybody
could get funds .. . but maybe somebody
knows something we don't."
White said he understands the
board's concerns, but that it is being
shortsighted. "When you look at the
future of the union, the advantages far
outweigh the disadvantages of the
building."
White, along with executive advisor
Alan Asendorf sent the initial r equest
to Colbourn to h ave VC expansion
funds go for the construction of th e

union. They also asked for additional
land · and money for Greek land
development and housing, which is expected to begin the same time as union
construction. Colbourn has approved
the proposal, but it has not been sent to
Tallahassee. Campus planner Oswaldo
Garcia was in Tallahassee this week
meeting with potential arch itects.
The union construction takes top
priority on the proposal , and is
followed by Greek land development,
VC renovations, construction of a new
h ea lth center to be loca ted near the
Biologica l Sciences Building, and a
new D evelopmenta l Center.

Omara
Scanlon in the highest possible terms
for the offices of student body
president and vice president.

From page 8
Mike has- the qualities of leadership
ne.eessary ·to effectively provide:-direction of the Student Senate.
l endorse Mark Omara and Mike

Robert -White
Student Body & ,esident

Bobby Allen
Vice President of the Student Bo.dy

HUNCIW.

FRENCH FRIES . SMALL SOFT DRINK
QHEES&QJ.U'QM,\J:QEX~

Then BCM • is the place for you!!!
Tuesdays and Thursdays at
11 :00, in . Village Center Room
214 (across from WFTU).
BCM • is

~aptist

Campus Ministry for those

~!~~~ing Chr~~t. ~i~~~~d .

EXPIRES: APR~ -30", 197.8
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FRENCH FRIES .. SMALL SOFT DRINK

CHEESE QlU.QMATO EXTRA .

· EXPIRES: APR. 30, 1978 ·· a

. . . . EACH COUPON REQUIRES SEPARATE PURCHASE --••l!ll•EACH COUPON REOUllHS SEPARATE PllRCHASE - -
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22D:l.£.COL<Qlt~
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Debate team ready for nationals: Butler
by Don Gilliland
staffwrfter

"A lot of strange things can happen
at nationals," said Jeff Butler, FTU's
debate team .coach. Sitting in his small
office in the HF A Building, Butler
talked about the upcoming . national
debate tournament that FTU will
travel to this month. The tournament
will be in Denver, Colo., April 19-25 .
'Tm not going up there," continued
Butler: ''with the attitude that we
won't do well; I frankly think we.
will. I think if nationals is run with the
caliber of judging that has marked
places like Kentucky, Wake Forest,
Harvard, and MIT - we've done well
at all · those tournaments-then we
ought to do well there."
Only one team, duo of Barry
Ragsdale and Bill Newnam, will
rep°i-esent FTU in Denver. Ragsdale,
the team captain, is a sophomore and
is considered among the best debaters
in the country.
It's been a strange year for the
debate team, Butler said. "At the start
of the season, it seemed like it was just
one crisis after another. We had
probably the best recruiting year we've
had for some time last year, anq then
every single good freshman we got, for
some/ bizarre reason or another, left.
Every one of them."
Thipgs ended up well for the team
though. "Really good things happened,
they put it together, and they worked
really hard," Butler said. "This has
been a small squad we've had this
year, smallest ever because of all the
dropouts, but in spite of the fact that
we had limited people, they have just
put it together, worked hard, and this
has turned out to be the best year we've.

~

~

ever had. And I think next year ts gonna be even better."
·sixteen out of the 54 teams in the
National tournament will clear,
meaning that they will make the octofinals. Even though Butler calls the
nationals a "hard tournament," he
said he expects the team to clear.
"The unique thing about nationals,"
he · said, "is that due to the district
system, some teams end up at nationals
who have not been in the mainstream
o.f competition all year.
"I get nervous when we go to
nationals because_. I don't know how
judges vote from a lot . of these small
teams. We don't know tcye coaches that

well at nationals. You don't know how
to predict which way they'll go.
. "When · we get to nationals and ~e
get a bunch of people who don't
typically travel the heavy competitive
circuit, ·and they get in a room, and on
one side you've got Princeton, then on
·the other side you've got Florida
Technological University, you know,
some bizarre things can happen . So if
we lose, that (unfamiliarity with FTU)
is gonna be the reason," he said.
Butler predicts the team will finish
i.n ' the top 15. "I base that prediction
on the very realistic fact that we have
done very well in mnay other similar
tournaments, but I qualify it because

going in here with judges we don't
know and who don't know us; there's a
lot of prejudice associated with what
sounds.like a hokey name." ·
Thanks to some money given to them
by Student Government, the debate
team can now afford to fly to Denver.
Said Butler, "We're flying , but don't
let that sound too extravagant. If you
start considering the driving time between here and Denver-aside from the
fa.c t that I'd lose my job as a professor
and the kids would all flunk out of
school-it would be a two-week trip."
So, the team from the school with the
"hokey name" is preparing for the trip
to Denver. Already though, Butler is
looking ahead to next year. "We've
already signed two prime people for
next year," Butler said. "We've got one
kid from Loyola of Chicago who is a .
prime debater. He should really be
hot."
The debate team has brought an "incredibly large number" of people to
the FTU campus this year, Butler said.
"We had the high school state tournament, we sponsored our own high
school tournament which was _quite
large, plus we sponsored our owp. big
college tournament. So we've kept
busy this year.''

If you see a crillle
or even suspect

acrime-PllOltE
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Village Center Activities
CINEMA CLASSIQUE
'UNIVERSITY MOVIE'
8:3~ p.01.''Forbidden_Planet' ·
(
·vcAR
•
'
Friday
&
Sunday
VCAR
8:30 p.·m. STUDENTS FREEW/ FTU I.D.
w ·E D. APRIL 19th
TheVC
G.P. $1.25 STUDENT FREE W/ FTU I.D.
Canoe Trip Has
SPECIAL FAMILY MOVIE
Been · C ancelle
''The ·L it tle Prince'' ·
(A.pril 1 5 ) Due To
SAT. APRIL 22 10:30 p~m. VCAR. Lack of Respo n se
\.
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Su111D1er study in Europe
111ay ansl.Ver su111111er 1.Voes
by Christina Mayers
special writer

Have yo u found yourself asking th e
perpe tual question: " What a m I going
to do this summer?"
W e ll, just imag;n e ... gettin g out of
class ever y day about noon, hopping a
bus and in 20 minutes basking in th e
sun on the shore of th e Adriatic Sea.
Sound good? It' s possible.
FTU is offering e ig ht weeks of. summ e r study and trav e l e ith e r a t th e
Unive rs ity .of Urbino in Ita l y or th e
Univers ity of O v iedo_in ~pain.The trip is open to a n yone, whether a
la n guage major. o r not , w ith a GPA of
2.0
F,o r the past five years, nearly 200
FTU and other sta te uni vers ity stud e nts h ave en ro ll ed in t:he program.
Th e prog r am offers classes in anc ie nt
a nd m odern a rt, th e litera ture , music
a nd history of the res p ec tive cou ntri es
a nd on h a nd ex p e ri e nce o f being in a
for e ig n co.untry.
"U rbino is a small town on a hill
th a t yo u ca n walk aro und in one a nd a
h a lf hours ," said Dr . Anthony V. Ce r. vone, cha irman of th e D e partment of
Foreign L ang u ages . "The re is enough
in Ur bino to keep the student a rtistically a nd histori ca ll y in vo lved."

·No flower stop
This unidentified FTU student doesn't seem to have any time to spare
fr.om her busy schedule to stop and smell the flowers even though she's
encouraged by the traffic sign. (Photo by Tony Toth)

Heart Disease.
You can lffe without it.
Give Heart Fund
American Heart

Save this week with our

ORGANIC HENNA COLOR

$15

SPECIAL. reg $20
Let our hair designers lntrodUc:e you to ORGANIC HENNA, a natural beauty treatment
and colot. You can actually feel the condition of your hair change as body, bounce
and stow are added to your hair!
-

·Mon-Fri

Colonial Plaza Shopping Center
9:00-9:00

o.~.nn

The cost of th e trip to Ital y or Spain
is $1,095 plus tuition, transportation
to N e w York a nd ex p e nses for th e last
w eek wh ich wi·ll b e a free period of I 0
d ays for students opting to .tr ave l
around Europe.
Stude nts li ve ei th e r in the univ e rsity
dorms or in priv a te homes. Those th a t
live with families can observe fa mil y
life whi c h is an important aspect when
studying diffe re nt cultures , Cervone
said.
Any st ud e nt" m ay use th e credits ea rn ed to fulfill th e requirement of obtaining a minimum of 15 c 1·ed it hours
during a summer quarter prior to
graduat ion. ·
Dr. A rm a ndo Pavas, associate
professo r of for e ign languages, wi ll
leave th e U.S. on Jun e 27 wi th his
gro up. Th e Spain trip will be d iv ided
between Oviedo and Seville.
Cervone will leave with his gro up o n
Jul y 2 a nd wi ll be based in Urbino for
th e e nti1·e trip .
App li cat ion for a dmission to th e
s.u mm er studi es shou ld be m ade as
soon as possible. The deadl ine is Apri l
30 for acceptance into the prog r· a m .
Th e a ppli cat ions an d brochures ca n be
pick ed up .. in th e Foreign Languages
Department. HFA 436.

~

Associatio~
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Student Body President.
Ron Jakubisi-n
Ron Jakubisin's slogan is : "experience with a new outlook." He
says his emphasis will be mainly
· thrust towards campus · affairs.
"That's where I'm most experienced," he said.
Jakubisin has a wealth of ex. perience including two years in the
Student Senate, serving as the
president pro tempore since last
June. While in the senate last year,
' Jakubisin served in the Legislative,
·Judicial and Rules .C ommittee, and
is currently a member of the Finance Committee. He also sits on the
campus Econological Committee.
If elected, Jakubisin plans to
,revamp the cabinet system. he wants to create three new cabinet posts
to include minorities, resident
student~ and Greeks.
"I think the minorities are not
represented in the senate and
therefore not in Student Government," Jakubisin said. Adding the
cabinet post for residents will encourage more activities for dorm
students, he maintains.
The Greeks cabinet post will be
created to · promote the concept of
Greek housing on campus.
Although he says he will concentrate primarily on campus issues,
Jakubisin says he will not negiect
state issues. "My main thrust on the
state level will be to obtain more
money for parking space on campus."
He says he will also push for the

The Cai

1978.SG offi

Jakubisin
35 cent increase in the Activity and
Service Fee allocation which is now
before the legislature .. Jakubisin added that if the increase is passed, he
would like to see most of the added
funds to towards women's athletics.
1akubisin would also like to see a
compromise on the forgiveness
policy reached. The current
forgiveness policy has been dropped
by the Faculty Senate over repeated
objections from Student Government:
"I think there should be some
provisions made for first and
second-year students who are more
apt to mess around and f!unk a
course," he said.

Mark001ara
Student Government ' should be a
service organization, riot a political
one, according to student body
presidential
ca.ndidate
Mark
Omara.
Omara, presently an executive
advisor to Student . Body President
.Bob White, started in SC his freshman year ·as a senator from the
_College of Social' Sciences. That
year he served on the Clubs and
Organizations
Committee
as
chairman. He was charman of the
Legislative, Judicial and Rules
Committee ·for most of his
sophomore year a.:id all of his junior
year.
.
Omara has plans to work on three
major projects while in office. He
has been · working on- ;i· service
whereby pro{.essor evaluations
. would be filled out by students and
published in .a booklet to be
·distributed to aid students at
'registration. The project he calls
'"his baby" has met with opposition ·
from the Faculty Senate, but Omara
-maintains that the evaluations are
·"a good concept for the student."
He also wants to improve the legal
.aid program by havmg full service
.lawyers to actually give free legal
.service. He plans to maintain the
newly-opened Consumer Affairs
Service and to continue working on
a dental service for students.
As an executive advisor, Omara
has worked closely with the SC
president on campus and state-level
issues.

Ron Nield

"I tb~>Ught it would be a challenge
seeing as how Mark Omara and Ron
Jakubisin are so well _known to see
how far it would go," said Ron
Nield, a candidate for student body
president.
·
Nield is a 24-year-old senior
majoring'
in
Electronics
Technology. He said he has been a
student senator for a year during
which time he has observed the
workings of the senate.
Although he says he has no experience
with
parlimentary
procedure or running a group the
size- of Student Government, Nield
says he .plans to learn over the summer break and he believes his year
of observing will help him to take
over if he is elected.
''I'd like to see · more intramural
.sports," said Nield about his plan
for- improvement. B~sides expan:
ding the 'intramural program Nield
wants
_to
improv~
campus
recreation, expecially for students
living in the dorms . He has been a
resident. of the dorms for two .years
and knows the problems residents
experience. He also wants more entertainment during -the week days.
"As it is now, there's hardly

Nield
anything set up during the week itself," he said:
Nield said if he wins the election
he '\/Viii work toward improving the
library. He wants more textbooks
for student use so those who can't
afford the expensive ones can use
those in the library.
Advanced tutoring programs are.
also a part of.Nield's campaign. In
addition he plans to try to raise tbe
attendance of students at the student
senate meetings.

Polls open:
Omara
On the state level he plans to push
for a voting student BOR member,
and the passage of the 35 cent Activity and Service F~ allocation increase. He said if the increase is approved, he wants to see the bulk of it
-go to women's athletics in compliance with Title IX of the
Education Amendment of 1972 .
His main emphasis is improving
communication. "I want -to open
avenues of communication between
the administration and SG'hecause
of the new president, and also
within SC, between the executive
and legislative branches ... ! have
respect for what the senate could do-they have a lot of potential." ·

• Wednesday, April i 9-9 a.m.-4 p.m
5 p.-m.-8 p. m.
.
• Thursday, April 20~9 a. m.-5 P• m.
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Student B.o dy Vice President

11didates
icer ·e lections
.Arntando-· Payas
If charisma means anything at all
Armando Payas is a most formidable student pody vice presidential candidate.
.
·
,
Payas became a member of the
FTU Student Senat'e last summer by
amassing inore votes than any
senate candidate. Since his election
he has been appointed as one of two
representatives to the Florrda
Association of Student Senates (FASS)
which coordinates systemwide
senate projects.
The junior representative of the
CoUege of Social Sciences has also _
worked on the Legislative, Judicial
· and Rules Committee and the Services Committee.
Problems and platforms are hard
· to resolve for a vice president since
his main function is to chair
senate meetings. But Payas would
like to see ari end to· the "backstabbing" in ~he senate by provjding
"'' constructive leadership by being
diplomatic yet firm .
He would also Ii~ the senate to be
more credible by . opening up communication and is not afraid to use
a· sergeant-at-arms at senate
meetings.
Payas, who is running along with
presidential
candidate
Ron
Jakubisin, believes the Cabinet
should include the vice president so
he can coordinate the activities of
the executive and legislative branch.
He also is in favor . of extending

Pay as
the Legal Aid, Dental Services and
some type of peer advisement
system for students. Although the
forgi.veness policy has been rescinded by the Faculty Senate, Payas
believes there should be some compromise to facilitate some type of a
limited forgiveness policy.
"My biggest challenge, the real
challenge," Payas said, "will be to
keep the factionalization out of the
senate. We have had a problem with
the factions of the senate and my job
would be to be neutral and openminded."

Pons located at:
• VG Snack Bar
•Library
• Education Compl~x

!rned about your campus - please vote.

Jini ·Blount
' 'I would like to give t}:ie ~tudent
government back to the students,"
said Jim Blount, who is running for
student body vice president. "My
main concern .is giving the students
rule again. We can do that by getting the administration and.students
in tune again through legislation."
Blount said the problem with this
year's student government is "petty
politicking and a con.stant fight for
power. I would have personal conferences with the individual
~enators to avoid .these games, and
as my last, last resort, I would ask
for the senator's resignation if it
didn.'t stop. ·
·
"My idea is you have to give the
students incentive to become interested." Blount said. "Wh~n they
see my senate will be a working
senate, I think they'll come to some
of th~ · meetings and get involved.
They need to see we're working to .
do something to help them."
· If the state legislature approves
the 35 cent increase in the student
Activity and Service Fee, Blount
would like to see the money spent-on
FTU , sports programs. We would
also like. to put some of the money
aside in a savings fund to be used for ·
expansion of the university.
Blount also came out in support of
changing FTU's name. "Only 11
percent of ·the university is composed of technical students," he
said.
Othe~ issues Blount said he would
like to work for include:
• fleconstruction of · the legislative
branch that would allow the
president pro tempore of the student
. senate to.conduct the first quarter of
meetings. This would leave the vice
president free to work as liason between the student body · and the
. presid~nt. Biou~_r feeis du:; is impor-

Bl~unt
fant because he says the student
body president does not have time to
do this.
• More funding of all athletic
programs and intramural activities
Greek expansion and land
development
.
.
• Legislation to help new groups
and organizations get started on
campus
•Funding to clubs or organizations
whose intent is to profit the student
body
· • Support the proposed student
union
Blount has already gotten the
support of the lnterfraternity Council and the Black Student ·union.
1
He has represented the College of
Business Administration in the
student senate for four months and
was recently appointed vice chairman of the Organizations, Appropriations, and Finance Committee.

Mike Scanlon
Quality entertainment at FTU is
Senator Mike Scanlon's goal should
he win the election for vice
president of the studenty body.
Scanlon says he needs to get
money allocated to the Viilage Center to pay for entertainers such as
those which appear at the Great
Southern Music Hall. Jimmy Buffet
or the Nitty Gritty Dirt band would
be good, he said.
He said he will also continue his
work for the commuter student.
Currently, .he is involved with
commuter issues such as a bike path
along· FTU Boulevard and the
development of a coupon system for
. students using the ~ast-West Ex-·
pressway.
Scanlon said he plans to help
Mark Omara, candidate for stt.ident
body president, work on the state
level to secure funds for new univer. sity parking fots.
The 22-year-old junior.has been a
student senator since the summer of 1
l977. He ·is pursuing a doJ.Ibte
· major in pplitical science and
history.
Through several classes, Scanlon
said
he
has
be.come
very
knowledgeble . in parliamentary
procedure. '"I have introduced more
responsible, active legislation," he
added.
Scanlon said · the low opinion
students have for the student senate
will be his main concern. "I will
make sure money is aJk>cated where

I i]

Scanlon
.it will affect the largest · number of
st.udents," he said.
Greater communication· with
·students should correct the . bad
.image, he said. He plans .expansion
·of the 'SC newsletter's circulation
and co~tinued use of informative
:newspaper ads.
Communication between the
· president and vice president can
also be improved, Scanlon said. "It
seems _ they are now at odds." he
said. He promises an ongoing .cooperation with the president and
said he can work well with Omara.

lll Ap:.i:,~978
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Activist raises the roof at FTU
by Brian LaPeter
ent.rtalnment editor

Had she been a comedian she would'
have been funny. Btit .black activist
Florynce Kennedy was dead serious
about her causes and it was at times
almost ridiculous.
Kennedy spoke to a group of students
and people from the community Wed- .
nesday night in the Village Center
. Assembly Room. The room was about
half full and the group ranged from old
· to young, black to white.

Flo Kennedy
... activist or comedian?

CI°ad in a white pants suit and cape
with a white turban wrapped around
her head, Kennedy entered and started
·the lecture with several songs with
assistance from some members of the
audience. .T he songs were familiar
tunes with her own lyrics criticizing
everyone from Nixon to Anit;i ·Bryant.
Several unique characteristics make
Kennedy a most outrageous character:
she's a woman and she's black and
she's an activist for almost every cause.
In fact, it would probably be easier to
lis·t the causes she's not associated with
than the ones she is. She is also a
.graduate of Harvard law school.
"I really ought to be a depressed invalid,'' said the 62-year-old feminist at
the outset of her speech. ·'The only
thing that keeps me from being
depressed is that I'm the only one who
knows what to do to make me happy ,
and that's to kick ass." That seemed to
be her big philosophy to curtail any activity !?he deemed unfit to her.standards.
She then launched into a long winded spiel about a law suit she is behind
in which her liberated group is suing
Proctor and Gamble. She went on to
name just about every prodlJct that
.company manufactures, saying how
useless or unneeded it is. She said she
would rather buy toothpaste in- a plain
brown wrapper and pay 12 cents for it
thaq in a flashy package. The audience
applauded the loudest all night for that
statement.
Kennedy also ripped into the
Catholic church, Pampers disposable .
diapers and airlines. She asked if a
product is good, why does it need to be
improved. "If they keep C?n improving
it, what was wrong with it?"
Probably Kennedy's biggest enemy is
the Madison Avenue gang, the advertising agencies. She used an analogy to
- emphasize her point. She said that if
the young people on the streets ·stole all
the purses from old people it wouldn't
add up to anywhere near the amount
th~t Madison Avenue rips off . from
them.
Talking very colorfully seemed to be
what made Kennedy 's presentati?n at~

~unmarried

---

said.
The presentation ended at about
'9:50 p.m. and was followed by a reception in the VC Art Gallery where Kennedy answered questions.
It seems hard to believe that Kennedy could go through the yeai;.s with
that many causes and not be a
hypocrite. She said she was against the
capitalist idea and yet she flies first
class when .s he travels and had an income of $60,000 last year.

tract a"n .:iu<)ience, since she rambled on
each subject for so long it was hard to
follow the speech. By colorful, I mean
the use of obscene language, four letter
words and disgusting talk. It was surprfsing ·seeing this from _someone old
enough to be your grandmother.
Kennedy said she would like to see
some socialist input into the country.
She said she beli.eves Carter is as good
as the United States will get from the
democratic party. Slle afso would like to see a few coa1itions spring · up, she

•Drastic ·Plastic'
art·i stic for

Be-Bo_
p Deluxe
by Brfan LaPeter
entertainment editor

From the abstract design on the
cover to the cosmic contents inside,
"Drastic Plastic," Be-Bop Deluxe's
current release, displays an air of artistic creativity. .:
The album, while bordering on ·art
rock, may stimulate interest at first but
it soon l;>e.c omes evident that the compositions, when stripped to the basics,
are still pattern~d after traditional
rock and roH and spiced up with electronic technology.
"Drastic Plastic" is an example of
massive synthesized music. The majortiy of the compositions are covered
with an overwhelming supply of synthetic sound including s_o me synthesized guitar:
It seems you almost have to be a
tec.hnician to be able to play some of
Be-Bop Deluxe's instruments. Take for
instance the poly-moog polyphonic
synthesizer oi: a mini-moog through a
Marshall time modulator unit. The
_n_ames alone are mind boggling.
Lyrics on the album "for the most
part reflect a higher plane of thought.

1

For example the lyrics of "Electrical
Language" represent communication
through electronic· impulses.
"I speak to you through e lectrical
language
Sometimes you h ear me,
Wh en our fre quencies ·meet,
You try to listen
But you don't understand it,
Turn up the rhythm
And you'll pick up the beat. ..
·. There are numerous over-dubs on
"D~astic Plastic" which makes one
wonder h_o w this four.man group could
possibly perform live and keep the
songs as full as in the studio. Some
songs have one member alone playing
as many as five instruments.
Although "Drastic Plastic" may be
mediocre as far as musical content
goes it does open up new doors to
creativity through the use of advanced
techniques in the use of tlre synthesizer.

Woman' Clayburgh's best

by Brian LaPeter

Traditionally love stories have not ·really spurred my interest at the movies but
Paul Mazursky~s latest filrn, "An Unmarried Woman," . is .an. exception to that
rule.
The movie, starring Jill Clayburgh in the title role of Erica, is excel1ently done
by Mazursky as director and producer. It features Clayburgh at her best yet.
Erica seems to be a happily married woman uritil the day her husband (Michael
Murphy) tells her he is in love with another woman. The story deals with her immediate depression and her decision to become independent of men through the
help of an analyst.
Even when she falls for a middle aged artist she has hesitations because of her
past experience through 17 years of marriage.
·
"An Unmarried Woman" reveals Erica tc;:> be a touching and realistjc character
sensitive to the cold world she lives in. Clayburgh lives the part of the character
with superb acting.
The movie is filmed on location in New York which gives realistic feelings to the
.various scenes the director portrays.
··
.
To take her mind off of her upcoming divorce Erica starts spending a lot of time
with her friends who seem to be the wrong group at such a depressing time. E;ich
has their ow.n unique problem: one is having an affair with a 19-year-old man,
another drinks excessively and carouses around the town.
Getting.back into the swing of life is difficult at first because Erica is bitter with
the whole world and especially men. She finds it hard to get back to dating when
men are so quick to make a pass at her.

First Amendment Book Store
11488 East 50 (Next to University Drive-Iii

Will Trade Used Books 2 for 1
Paperbacks: New· 10% Off, U_
s ed • 50% Off
New Hours: 10:00-7 :00 Monday-Thursday
10:00-10:00 Friday and Saturday

Erica develops strength ·and insight into the harsh world after weeks of .therapy.
She learns to deal with men and how to cope with her 15-year-old daughter who
becomes upset the hint of a divorce. At one point her husband wants to come back
k> her but· she gives him a fjnal no.
Alan Bates also does an extremely good job at portraying the dedicated· artist
who falls in love with Erica . The realism in "An Unmarried Woman" makes it
believable from.the staFt.·-lt:'s a movit;cthat.shoulp be looked at twi-ce·ar01md Oscar
time.
The movie is rated R because of some language and sex but is done tastefully
with nothing really offensive in it. It begins next Friday at the Park East/West
theater.
·-

,

Zevon album brings oUt the wolf in him
by Don Gilliland

claim and featured an impressive guest
list.
Listen to this album at your earliest
"Excitable Boy" is even better than
convenience. Buy it, borrow it, have it
the last album. It's no coincidence that
taped, or something, but listen to it.
it is the best rock album of 1978
Then listen to it again, and again .
besides Jackson . Browne's "Running
"Excitable Boy," Warren ·Zevon's
On
Empty."
Both
LP's
were
second album on Asylum Records is so
engineered by Greg Ladanyi (.who
good, you can't conta-i n your enprovides cowbells on one of Zevon's
joyment of it. I have played it for
songs), both were produced by Browne
numerous friends, trying to turn them
(he CO:Produced _"Excitable Boy" with
on to the music of Warren Zevon. I
Waddy Wachtel), and both feature the
have succeeded.
. same basic band (the one that toured
"He'll put your mind at ease, he's
with Browne while he . recorded his
guaranteed to please, back by
album). Browne also co-wrote "Tenpopular demand," sings Zevon in the
derne5s On The Block," one of "Exalbum's opening selection .. Johnny
citable Boy's" best songs, with Zevon.
Strikes Up The ,Band." Intentional or
Waddy Wachtel's deft lead guitar
not, that is a true statement of Zevon's . work spices up the album's first song,
music . His last album, .. Warren
"Johnny Strikes Up The Band," a
Zevon," was . released in 1976 and
rockin' song about what else but rock
produced by his friend Jackson
·n· roll.
Browne. It received much critical acSo far I have failed to mention
ataff wrtter

S.t udent al!t,. e xhibit announced
Th~ Art Department and the '{illage
Center Activities Board will hold their
10th annual Juried Student Art Exhibit
from May 17 to June 15. It will be held
in the Art Department Gallery in HF A
305.
There will be seven media
categories: ceramics, fibers and
fabrics, prints, graphic design, painting, photography and film, and sculp-

Antique.and erafts .fair
scheduled for May
Th~ Villag~ Center's .;econc:i annual
Antiques and Crafts Fair will be held
on May 1 and 3 . Those interested in
exhibiting their works must submit
applications by April 21. The ·entry fee
is $15 and all categories will be accepted. For more information call 2752611.

Take a break
from
Campus ·
-Cooking!

· "Let Yourself Go"
3880 Alafaya Trail. across from F.T. U. 277-2433

Cedar Ener_gy
Effie"fent·House
jar Sa.le
FEATURES: R-19 wall insulation: R"J:O ceiling insulation,
4 mil vap9r :bar·rier, double. pane
windows & sliding glass doors,
attic power · ventilator, roof
overhangs, heat circulating
f.ifepJ:a ce, high efficiency A/C,
sqlar hot waterrheating.
1685 sq. ft. living, 3 BR, 2 Bat+i.,.
2 car garage, covered ~k &
patio, 1/2 acre heavily wooded lot.

$55,000
DIRECTIONS: From FTU ~~

OQ C520 , take first right after;Li.ttfo Econ River Bridge, up 2 r'Q'ads
t'6 Lowery Dr ., take , r.ight-last
house Ql1 left.

ture and 3~D design. Cash awards of
$65
will
be
given
to
that "Best of Category" winner
designated "Best of Show." The winner of the Purchase Award will be
placed in the permanent collection in
theV.C.
Entry forms may be picked up
in the Art Department, HFA 525, or
the Program Director's office. Exhibit
entries will ' be accepted in HFA 306
from 9 a.m . to 5 p.m. on May 12.
Juror for this year's exhibition is
Geoffrey Naylor, nationally-known
sculptor and art professor at the
Un-iversity of Florida. His stainless
steel fountain-sculpture, "Artifact,"
was recently unveiled at Orlando's
new Federal Building by first lady
Rosalynn Carter.
The public is invited to a slide lecture which Naylor will deliver to FTU
art students May 13 at 8 p.m . in HF A
313.

·
Zevon's . unique and occasionally
bizarre sense of humor. This is
showcased i~ the next three songs on
side one; .. Roland The Headless
Thompson Gunner" (with a title like
that, you KNOW the song is weird),
"Excitable Boy," and "Werewolves of
London."
"Excitable Boy," is perhaps the
strangest tune on the album, and
features irresistable piano work by
Zevon, inspiring s.a x by Jim Horn and
backing vocals by Linda Ronstadt and
Jennifer Warnes.
"Well. he went to dinner in his Sunday best ....
And he rubbed the pot roast all over
· his chest
·
Excitable boy, they all said ...
He took in the four a .m . show at the
Clark .. ,
And he bit the usherette's Leg in the
dark
Excitable boy, they all said ...

The rest of the song, believe it or not,
gets even more bizarre and will no
doubt prevent it from getting much
airplay .
"Werewolves of Londori" has been
released as a single, and despite some
offbeat lyrics of its own, could be a hit
for Zevon. An outrageously delightful
song, it features John McVie on bass
and Mick Fleetwood on drums.
Anyone who is not familiar with those
two gentlemen is hereby sentenced to
solitary confinement in a room where
only "Disco Duck" is played all day.
"Werewolves of London" will absolutely not be forgotten once you've
heard it, especially with lines like:
·

Thanks
l;oyou

"I saw a werewolf drinking a pina
colada at Trader Vic's
His hair was perfect. ,,•
The last song on side one is the
slower-paced."Accidently Like A Martyr," in which Zevon. sings of a lost
love ("The hurt gets worse and the '
heart gets harder"). Karla Bonoff and
the Gentlemen Boys (a chorus that includes Browne, Wachtel, and J. P.
Souther) provide soothing harmonies
to the song .
Side two is no slouch either. The
opening tune "Nighttime in the Switching Yard" is a hard rocker ' that
showcases the guitars of Wachtel and
Danny Kortchmar. Even though it
contains the album's weakest lyrics the
song is a powerhouse. Oh yes, it's got a
good beat and is easy to dance to.
"Veracruz," the next tune; is Zevon
at his most m,ellow. A lovely chorus in
Spanish and touching lyrics add to the
song.
Next is one of my favorites, "Tenderness On The 'Block," the tune he cowrotE; with Browne, whose influence
shows in the poignant lyrics. Once
again Zevon~s piano is a delight.
The album's final song is "Lawyers,'
Guns and Money," an excellent rocker
with fine, demented lyric;:s.
When not listening to the music, you ·
are encouraged to just read the song
lyrics that are printed on the record
jacket. · They're as entertaining as the·
music itself. Where else can you read
about Patty Heai;-st, Lon Chaney,
Woodrow Wilson and Roland '.The
Headless Thompson Gunner?

il;s

working

Memo to:

All Students, Faculty and .Alumni
Subject:

How- to take a $585 7~day
Caribbean cruise for -$390.
Sail Cunard Princess, and take advantage of
Cunard's money-saving 3-in-a-room offer.
Cunard Princess 7 - day Caribbean cruises
regularly cost from $585 to $905 , per person,
double occupancy. But between May 6 and
December 9, you can have a third person in your
room ABSOLUTELY FREE , s plit the cost three
ways, and sail for as little as $ 390 per person :
Just imagine. Seven glorious days of fine
dining, sophisticated entertainment, and great
fun on the newest ship in the world . . . as little
as $390 to ·$604* per person when you split your
room cost three ways. And if you can't find roommates, we ' II find them for you. We even have a
monthly Singles Party cruise, with extra events
and activities for singles of all ages.
Just board Cunard Princess any Saturday in
Fort Lauderdale, and you 're off to the four
most popular ports in the Caribl?ean; Puerto
Plata in the Domini•l'l'Republic: exciting San
Juan, Puerto Rico: duty::'f ree St. Thomas: and
beautiful Nassau in the Bahamas.
Act now. See your travel agent, call Cunard
at (305) 763-2633, or return the coupon .

CUNARD PRINCESS
Great Ships of British Registry Since 1840.

r-------------------------------CUNAAD
P .O. Box 21053, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33335
Please send me information on Cunard Princess
Caribbean Cruises with a third person in the
room free.
I 'd also like information on these special
cruises:
D Bingo Cruise D Singles Cruise
Name·-------------~

Address, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip_ _ _ __

* Offer no t applicable to Grade H roo m . Price incl ude!!. m e al ~. acco mm oda ti o n ~. a nd e nte n a in mc nt o n board . Free park ing at Fo n Laude rda le
p ier duri ng c ru i:-.c. -

Sc hoo l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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.-M ARK OMARA
STUDENT SENATOR
74-77
.
Chairman:
Clubs & Organizations·Comm.
Legislative, Judicial, Rules ' Comm.
Executive Committee Member
I

'

EXECUTIVE ADVISOR
TO THE STUDENT
BODY PRESIDENT77-78
Coordinator:
· Professor/Course Evaluation Project
Student Govern_m ent Orientation Team
Night Student Directory

AND ...
President's Leadership Council Member
Chairman: VC Speaker's Committee
"Student Gov,ernment sho.u ld be a se'fvlc~
PCL Union Executive Commit~ee Member organization, not a political <me.''

MARK WILL FIGHT FOR:
AT FTU ...
Major Expansion of Parking Facilities
Retentjon of "Forgiveness Policy"
Published Professor/Course Evaluations
Academic Peer Advisement
A Student Credit Union
Increased Night Curriculum & Services
Expan~ion of°tbe New Student Union

IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT ...
Unified Action, NOT Partisan Politics
Reinstatement of Gripe Sessions ·
Expansion of Legal Aid, Consumer Affairs
& Dental Services A Responsive and Responsible Student Senate .

IN TALLAHASSEE ...
State Funding for University Veterans'
Affairs Offices
Increased Funds for Student Parking
Student Vote on the B.O.R.
Increased Funding for Higher Education
NO Increase in Tuition

PROVEN LEADERSHIP. • •
THE ONLY AL TERNAT"fV·E .

,_

s -T uDENT BODY
.PRESIDENT
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MIKE SCANLON
For
VICE-PRESIDENT
Qualifications:
Model Senator '78
Student Senator
Co-Chairman ·F aculty
Evaluation
Organizations, Appropriations
& ·Finance· Committee
Veteran
Political Scie~ce Union
For every credit hour you take
at FTU. $2.14 goes to the
Student Government. Over 1
million dollars of your money
are spent every year. . Mike
Scanlon believes this money
should be used to ·benefit the
greatest . possible number of
students ... Not just a small
group of Special Interests.

Commuters
Academ·i c

Senator Scanlon has introduced two bills in the Tenth
Student Senate to keep the
current "Forgiveness° Coqrse
Repeat policy and. as VicePresident. would fight hard to
achieve the most fair and
beneficial policy for students.
Also. Mike believes that faculty
and course evaluations should
be pu.b lished quarterly . and
available for students when
they pick up their schedules.

Concerts

The quality of concert enter- .
tainment currently being handled by the Village Center is. to
say the least. unimpressive.
Student Government . and the
Village Center must work
together to provide a higher
level of funding for concerts.

Over 80% of the students at
FTU must commute over 8 miles
to reach the campus. Yet the
problems of these commuters
are too often ignored.
In his capacity as co-chairman ·
of the East-West Expressway
Discount Committee. Mike is
currently working on a program
to provide discount or possible
free use of the Expressway for
FTU students.
· ·
·
Mike has also sponsored
legislation calling for the construction of a bike path down
FTU Blvd. and is working within
Student Government to speed
up the proposed four-laning of
that road. ·

VOTE MIKE
SCAN-L ON

It's your student 01oney ...
·he'll b~ you.r Vice-P·r esident.

)

I
I

!
. i

Legislature
looks at bills
affecting SUS

The following is a synopsis of the bills in the Florida
Legislature which, if passed, will have an impact on the
State University System. It is intended to provide a referen-_
ce for further coverage of legislation pertaining to the SUS.

L
I

House
HB 47-Establishes Florida Open
University as part of the SUS. It will be
located in a city other than where an
existing university is located. It will be
non-residential
charged
with
·providing alternatives to traditional
college education. The bill provides for
$250,000 for planning. Referred to the
House Education, and Approriations
Committees.
HB 62-Provides for. the waiver of
undergraduate fees at state universities
for a dependent child of a police officer
killed in the line of duty, up to the age
of 25. Referred
to the House .
Ed_ucation Committee.
HB 376-Prohibits any public body
to lease any public sports facility to
any accredited college or university or.
any
educational
or
non-profit
organization at a higher rate than
charged others. Referred to House
Governmental Operations Committee.
HB 598-Requires the Board of
Regents with assistance of laboratories

operated by state universities to
establish standards for high school
graduation.
Referred
to
House ·
Education and Appropriations Committees.
HB 608-Includes schools accredited by the council on Post Secondary Accreditation as eligible for
student assistance grants. Referred to
the House Education Committee.
HB 612-Requires the BOR to adopt
rules concerning course withdrawal,
course repetition and grade forgiveness
for all credit courses. It prohibits a
student from withdrawing from a
course after the midterm exam,
repeating a course more than once or
having a grade forgiven. Referred to
the House Education and Appropriations Committees.
HB 654-Permits university and
community college students receiving
veterans benefits to qualify for deferral
of registration fees. Referred to the
House Veterans Affairs Committee.

'LA TE NITE SPECIAL
to P .M. - 1 A.M.
Sun Ladies Nite
Mon 2 for 1
Tues Ladies Nite
Wed 2 tor I
Thurs 7 5 ¢ Drink Nite
Dancing to Latest
Dis-co Sounds
5101 E .'Colonial Dr.

~
~ \
"
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HB 679-Requires BOR and community colleges tp submit planned
enrollmenfs by discipline and levels for
individual community colleges and
universities . to form the basis of
legislative allocations of funds . Reported favorably out of the House
Education committee.
HB 696-Requires annual studies of
sex discrimination in state universities,
with salary increases to have the first
priority on funding and to be backdated
to the beginning of the academic year.
Referred to the House Education
Committee.
·
HB 711-Creates the Florida Endowment Trust Fund for Eminent
Scholars composed of funds from
Public Education Capital Outlay Funds. The bill is dependent on a constitutional amendment which ·goes
before the voters in November. It will
allocate funds to be matched by
private donations to the universities in
order tt> establish endowed chairs at

Kllr0f'1 Special Steak

•

the universities. Referred to the House
Education· and Appropriations Committees.
HJR 712-Thii_ is the proposed constitutional amendment establishing the
Eminent Scholars program.
HB 714-Removes the requirement
that teacher education centers be
organized statewide by June 30,
leaving participation in the centers
voluntary with individual school
districts. Referred to the House ·
Education Committee.
HB 813-Requires the BOR to adopt
admission policies for state universities
to include quality of prior academic
record, work and extracurricular activities, maturing experience of applicant
economic
disadvantage,
recommendations, and other listed
factors. The university admissions
committee shall notify each applicant
. of approval· or qenial. Applicants will
also be entitled to hearings.- Referred to
Bills, page 19

OUR UNION PARK LOCAflON
IS LESS THAN-FIVE MINUTES

Marinated $
Tenderloin 4.49

-~ FROMF.T.U.:

R Q T..,,C'
SERVED WITH BAKED POTATO
U
r FiEr ~Rimi "iF-wii£1'Ke;' 'the

_._ _ _ __ _ ___._

I Carafe!) with food purchase of $10.00
I or more. Offer expires Apr. 24, 1978.
I
A LA CARTE ITEMS & TAX. NOT INCLUDED.

FTU . _ NOT VALID. WITH ANY OTHER COUPON~.

Women's Growth (3roup
• ·Confid_e nc'e Building • Cornrnunication
• Assertiveness • Goals & Career
• Problem Solving • Frlendshii> & Support
Beginning on April 17, the Developmental Center's Women's
Growth Group will meet for 2 hours at 1 :00 p.m. on Mondays.
If you would -lik_e to explor-e ·communication, sharing, and
problem 'olvbig, you are welcome.
·
The Developmental Center:
Dorm C, Room 116
Phone 275-2811

.I
I

I
IAt Flfgusol)

Pont~c '"

semu· dtft t

Mon.-f,,..g.5,30_.s.1 .e.2
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Ribaric: overlooked,
but truly appreciated
by Kellie Burdette
speclal writer

One of the most overlooked parts of
the FTU athletic program is its trainer,
Ron Ribaric, who has significantly
reduced the number of injuries during
the past two years.
Ribaric, as athletic trainer, believes
in preventative medicine in the form of
athletic .t raining programs and biannual workshops.
His programs focus on conditioning,
nutrition, and a regulated weight
training geared to strengthening knees.
Ribaric found the missing link: he
acts as a consultant and as a middleman between coaches and the team
physician, Dr. Edward Stoner, for information on treating injuries.
Ribaric was the student trainer and
then assistant head trainer at Miami
(Ohio) University for four years before
coming to FTU. He was the associate
director of the largest sports medicine
workshop in the country.
Concerning
the
po.tential
involvement-0f women as sports trainers,
Ribaric says, "Women's sports are a
big thing now." Since the passage of
Title IX, women are being trained to
be professional coaches. Also, more
women are showing the desire to be
athletic trainers, he said.
Ribaric's forte is a sports medici~e
workshop he holds twice a year.
These workshops are open to the
_ public, and he invites both high school
and college coaches and students. The
idea is tq provide coaches with a quick
refresher course for which they receive
in-service credit. This year the
workshop is offered for graduate credit
for college students.
"The workshops are designed to hit
fhe basics and fundamentals of sports
medicine," Ribaric said.
The next workshop is scheduled for
July 17-24 in the Education Complex.
It last~ one week and costs. $50. The
clinic will include lectures on athletic
training, sports medicine, practical
sessions and taping and wrapping
techniques.
Ribaric wants to develop a good
student-training program. In order to
be certified with the National Athletic
Trainer's Association, his proteges go
through an "apprentice program ,"

Future Management Positions Available
Editor-in-Chief
Duties: Overall responsibilitv for publication and mana11:ement of weekly campus newspap<'r.
Determines e ditori a l eontent and policies. ap points and supervises staff of student writers and
ed itors. Oversees newspaper's business manager and business department. an d serves as a
membe r of thP university's Board of Publications.

Ron Ribaric
. .. taping and wrapping
which includes 1,800 hours under his
supervision, and must pass a certification exam.
The other option, which FTU does
not offer, is to qualify by completing a
certain curriculum. Ribaric has four
women and one man in '1is apprentice
program at this point, but anticipates ..,
that the program will grow more each
year.
Some of his more experienced
students are working as coaches in
high schools now.
In the future Ribaric wants to recruit
one male and female freshman every
year to learn to teach sports medicine
when they become experienced,
possibly by their senior year. This oneon-one instruction is ideal, Ribaric
says. He actually expects a larger
number of students · to enter his
training program each year.

Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade-point average at FTU . be at
least a third-quarter freshman. and must h ave been enrolled at the universitv for a t least th<'
last two quarters. ' In addition. candidates must have worked For the Future. for at least two
quarters. which mav include the sprin11: quarter of 1978. and show their experience and/or
academ ic: ac hievemen t in reporting. ed iting a nd communication 1aw.
Application: Candidates will be selected accordin11: to the procedure stated in the Board of
Publications Const itution and Bv-Laws. Application blanks are available from Or. FredricFedler. board cha irman. in HFA 535. phone 275-2681. a nd completed applications must br
received bv midni11:ht, April 28. 1978. to be cons id ered.

Business Manager
Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus newspaper. inc luding the r a ising of revenue throu11:h advC' rtising. budget preparation. purchasing. pavroll
and circulation. Supervises a dvertising sales and production and staff of student salesmen and
make-up perspnnel. Responsible to newspaper's editor-in-chief and serves as member of
university's Board of Publications.
Eligibility: Candidates must h ave a minimum of a 2.0 grade-point average at FTU. be at
least a third-quarter freshman. and must have b een enrolled at the university for at least thr
last two quarters. Candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in
business management.
·
Application: Candidates will be seleted according t<> the procedure stated in the Board of
Publications Constitution and By-La ws. Applications are available from Or . Fredric Fedler.
board chairman. in HFA 535. phone 275-2681. and completed applications must be
received by midnight. April 28. 1978, to be considered.

Bills----------From page 18
House Education and Appropriations
Committees.
HB 864-Reduces the terms of the
BOR from nine to six years aft~r the
current member's terms end. Referred
to the House Education Committee.
HB 1045-Prohibits the merger of
any four-year degree institution of
higher learning without specific
leg islative approval. Referred to the
House Education Committee.
SENATE
SB 106-Same as HB 1045
SB l 12'-Repeals cu rrent authority
for the BOR to offer free university
courses of up to six credit hours to
university emp loyees with at least six
month's service. Reported favorably
out of the Senate Education Committee.

SB 264-Same as HB 608.
SB
325-Permits
community
college and university students
receiviF1g veterans' benefits to ·qualify
for def err a 1 of registration and tuition
tees , eliminating application forms
and promissory notes. It is similar to
HB 654.
SB -t32-Exempts rules applying
onlv
to
one
upiversitv
from
req;_.irement of publication',s in the
Florida Administrative Code .
SB 468-Requires BOR and community colleges to develop policies for
free tuition for Florida residents over
60 on a space avai lab le basis. Referred
to the Senate Education and Appropriations Committees.
SB 525-Provides that the student
member of the BOR be a voting me~
ber.

DR. CHARLES C. HANKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
Announces the opening of his practice
Located at
19 East Broadway .
Oviedo, Florida 32 76.5
T e lephone (30.5) 365- 74 75
Sp ecia lizing in complete t•ision and eye h ealth
exa mi11ations for adults and c hildren. aids for the
partially sighted. and the prescribing and fitting of hard and soft contact le n ses
By Appointment

The Brothers altfl lillle Silten of

Delta Tau Delta
Frate.r nity
Wish to Congratulate

Terry· and Patty
On fhe ·Birfh of nr.tr Son
lffd

Katie and Kathy
Oo Tli·eir Plefi91"9 of
Kappa Delta.Sorority

. ~()
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Bill Moon (right) can't believe his eyes.

GOTCHA! Knight first baseman Jim Finnican (left) puts the tag on
Rollins' runner Jeff Barnhill, but the ump calls him safe. FTU Coach

Moon·balks at umpires' calls
by Richard Nelson
-t..ntsp«U-

Rollins may have beaten FTU 2 - 1
Wednesday afternoon at Harper Sheppard Field ·but you can't convince
Knight baseball coach Bill Moon of
that.
Moon felt he · was robbed, not by a
spectacular ·play or a bad bounce but
by an umpire decision. Make ·that
several of them.
"The umps had no guts today," sputtered Moon after the game "None at
all."
Moon protested several pick-off
plays by Rollins pitcher Bob Krueger

and a controversial bases-loaded play
Krueger picked off three runners
bringing Moon to his feet every time.
The FTU coach ·said Krueger's
right foot crossed his left leg
on the pivot causing a balk.
The only problem with Moon's idea
is that the umpires didn't agree and
they are the only ones who count.
Given time to cool off Moon took the
loss more philosophically. He called
the. loss "the story of April. We've just
had an inability to put runs across the
plate."
'Tm not blaming the umpires

because we had other chances to score
runs today and we didn't take advantage of the situations," explained
Moori. "But we're ready to break loose
anytime now. I feel sorry for whoever
we do it against."
The winning run came in the fifth
when RoUins put together two doubles,
a single and an intentional walk for a
2-rlead.
The Tars now· stand 26-10, while the
Knights fell to l 9- 14.
Krueger, 6-2, checked the Knights on
seven singles. FI'U's only run came in
the first inriir>'!.
·

Knight hurler John Majeski, 6 -3,
matched his Rollins' c;ounterpart pitch
for pitch until the fifth, holding the
Tars to only six hits.
Tonight FTU resumes tiieir three
game stint against the Winter Park foe
at 7:30 p.;m .· in Sariford Stadium.
Saturday at l :30 p.m. the Knights will
conclude this year's series at Winter
Park.
'"
The Knights' Sunshine State Conference record now stands at 2-5, with
the Rollins-ITU series now 3-9- 1
against the Knights.

Kiely learns ·the hard \Vay,
but ·turns it into No. 1 seed
by Robbie Reynolds
to be on my toes all the time."
Evelyn Kiely .Jearned tennis. the h.ard way-Kiely is full of praise for her current Coach
Rocky Thomas. "Since coming to college she's
from her brother. He wasn't her teacher but
the
best coach I've found. She's very inher competitor. Long hard matches that went
spirational and doesn't put any pressure on us.
on until dark, sharpened her skills.
She makes us do our best.
·
Well, it paid off. Evelyn is the No. l seed on
"Most of my coaches have been men, so it's
the FTU women 's team. It's important to mennice· to have a woman who can undersfand me
tion she played on the women's team because
better."
it wasn't always that way.
She also speaks highly of her teammate.s.
- In high. school she had to play on the boys'
"The rest of the girls do a lot for me. Everyone
team because there ~as no girl's team at Cinhas a different personality and it's good to get
cinnati Western Hills High School.
an infl0w from so many different people. I feel
"We had tennis courts behind our house. My
can talk to them about anything, not just
I
brother and I used to go there for something to
tennis, and they'll understand. "
do, so I guess I credit my brother for getting
Tracy Green, FTUs second seed doesn't
me started."
resent playing behind Kiely . "I think our
Tennis soon became more than something to
games are similar. I don't mind playing behind
do for Kiely. Upon gradua.t ion from high
her because she's more consistent than I am,
school she was tempted with a handful of
and that's what we need at the top spot."
scholarship offers. She finally chose Flagler
Tracy sums up Kiely's style of play by
College in St. Augustine so she could enjoy_ .
saying, "She serves and volleys. She goes to the
tennis year round. After two years she trannet, and goes for consistency."
sferred to FTU.
According to Kiely, the team has .been prac"I was always a little different than my
ticing extra hard lately, determined to upset
girlfriend," said Kiely. '_'I was always stronger.
Stetson in next week's State Tournament.
The boys wouldn't mind playing me because
"I feel very strongly that ~e'll take state. It's
they knew I wouldn't wreck their game.
between
us and Stetson, and it's going to be us.
"They were a·ggressive and competitive. I
We've already decided that," she said.
found they would push me to the extrme. I had
specl81wrtter
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Evelyn Kiely
. .. played on boys' teall.l
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Knights .capture women's four

.T he winners: .Terry lves.dal, Judy Kapler, Tracy Porter, Mary Ann Welsh and coxswain Carol Hughes.
by Richard Nelson
1Nlstant~-

MELBOURNE-Crew Coach Dennis
Kamrad stood on the Indian River
shoreline during the 1978 Governor's
_Cup last Saturday, hands on hips with
a trusty stopwatch hanging down from
his neck , watching his women' s four
·crew as they glided through the water.
The meet was already halfway
finished, and the Knights.had failed to ,
·do better than third place in any event.
But the FTU entry, composed of coxswain Carol Hughes and rowers Mary
<\nn Welsh, Terry Ivesdal , Tracy Por:er and Judy Kapler, crossed the finish
line first with a time of 3:55 .2.
The victory w;ts a good 14 seconds
ahead of the second place finisher, the
-University of Tampa 'A' rowing team.
Kamrad smiled, obviously happy
·with what turned out to be FTU's only
meet win of the day. Indeed, the
-Knight victory was a rare moment for
·-the spectators at the Governor's Cup, a
meet which until then had been solely
dominated by host Florida Institute
of Technology.
FIT is THE kingpin of southern
rowing, while being a one-time
national champion. Currently, the
·Engineers are ranked second in the
·nation.
Their success can be attributed to
financial investments in 'their rowing
program which have produced one of
the best-equipped crews any where.
Meanwhile,_ Karnrad shrugge d off

several more . equipment breakdowns
during the meet. For him, it was just
another typical outing for his club,
which literally has a patched-up
rowing program.
"We were rowing second both times
today when equipment failure occured,'' said Kamrad. " In both cases
our students were rowing really well.
They showed a lot of spunk in fighting
back despite the problems. I was
pleased with their performance.,,
The Knights' College Freshman '8'
managed to push across the finish line
in third place for FTU's only other top-three finish . The FTU shell lost to FIT
' A' and 'B ' teams during that race.
Commenting on the women's victory, Welsh said, "I felt positive during
the race. I really didn' t think we'd beat
them {FIT) by that much. It was a
comfortable win."
Teammate Porter agreed, adding,
"This has been a winning year for us."
Thr ee of Kamrad's women rowers,
. Welsh, Ivesdal and Porter, are trying
out for the _chance to compete in the
World Rowing Championships to be
held in New Zealand later this year.
They exercised on an ergometer,
which is a machine that tests a
rower's strength. Scores from the instrument will be used to help determine an oarsman's ability for the U.S.
team.
Talking a bout his students' p erformances on the machine, Kamra d said,

.. They scored well , but they needed
more practice with the machine. We
were at a disadvantage not having the
machine here (at FTU). I think ·they
were capable of having higher
score s ,but they were respectable
scores.
"But since they'll be coming from the
south, we needed more than respectable scores to convince the northern
people we're capable of doing the job,"
he explained. "But I think it's just great
that they're even being considered."
After the exhausting win in 85
degree weather, Ivesdal was still
smiling. She leaned on a car under a
shady tree, relaxing. Many · of the
people who lined the Indian River
shoreline were doing the same thing
while soaking up some rays.
Talking about her sport and the
crowd, Ivesdal said, "It sounds so good
whf'n you hear them cheer for you. It

really pushed us, it's such a high. We
have a team unity; we don't lose faith
and if we got anything, we've got faith
in ourselves as athletes.
"If you work hard and -don't get
cocky, you can't lose thinking that
way. You always think ," 'Let's strive to
get better. Let's perfect what we
already have.'
" If we win , then coach is going to be
proud of us. But he always wants more
and I think that's great. Rowing is a
sport that you qm never work hard
enough at."
·
Sunday the Tech rowers will be
competing for the state championship
at Disney World's Lake Buena Vista.
Kamrad said FIT will be the favorite .
He added that the Engineers will
strengthen their women's four entry to
try to knock off last week's victorious
FTU shell.

WhvMe?
Almost all black Americans have, at
one time or another in their lives, come
face-to-face with this fact : that they
are more prone to high blood pressu·re
than white Americans. Wh ile this is being
singled out in a way unlike the many
ob s tacles e x perienced in
the long struggle for
equality . it is o n e th a t
black Americans can do
s ometh i ng about quickly
a nd easil y .
We don·t k now w h at
causes high blood
press ure., and we don ' t
k now why black
Am e ri can s are twic e a s
likely to have it as
white Ameri c ans .
On the averag e , a
blac k American will die

sooner than a white AmeriCan who develops high blood pressure at the same age.
The cause of death will probably be stroke,
heart attack, or one br more of the complications of high blood pressure such as hypertensive heart disease or kidney failure .
You can 't tell on your
· own if you ha"e high
blood pressure because.
in most cases , there are
no symptoms . An ·
inex pensive. painless
medical examination
can determine if you
have high blood pressure. A re gular therapeutic pro gram can
usually pre vent the
o t herwis e often fatal
con s equences of this
dangerous d isease.

Give to the American Heart Association

ro

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE W
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FTU tougflens
in court battle
by Robby Reynolds
speclal writer

The FTU men's tennis team continues to win despite tough opposition .
FTU survived matches with
Jacksonville and Florida State this
week and improved its record to an
impressive 21-2 .
After the FSU match Knight coach
Nate Smith said, "We've got our
toughest opponents coming up. I think
this match helped us prepare for them.

match started," Crabel said. "We had
no warmup. I was stiff and nervous
because we played in front of a big
home crowd. In addition to that the
guy played just great ."
"He played over Ii.is head," said
Smith referring to Crabel's opponent.
"Toby could probably beat him four
out of five matches, but today he lost:"
No. 2 seed Steve Bryant won both his
matches during the week downing a
quick FSU opponent 6-3, . 3-6, 6-3 and

FTU survived matches with Jacksonville and Florida State this week
and improved its record to an impressive 21-2. The Knights travel to
Rollins Wednesday befor hosting the University of South Florida in a
revenge match next Friday at 1:30 p.m.
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Everybody is playing really consistently. We also are looking a Joi: stronger
than we did in mid-season.' '.
The Knights' top seeded Toby Crabel
took the FSU match but not before the
FTU ace was pushed to three sets.
Crabel notched the win with a 7-5
tiebreaker in the final set.
"I got a little tired · in the second set
(0-6)," said Crabel. "I saved myself
and it pa id off."
Last week Crabel dropped his second
match of the yea r in Jacksonville.
'.'We got there five minutes before the

coming from behind to win 2-6, 6-2, 62 over his Jacksonville foe.
Doug Baxter won last Friday before
defeating FSU's Allan Bellams·7-5, 6-3
Wednesday. Tom Lucci gained
another two FTU victories winning in
two sets over his Jacksonvile opponent
and three sets over FSU. Neil Barnard
split, losing to FSU after winning
easily against Jacksonville 6-3, 6-1.
The Knights travel to Rollins Wednesday before hosting the University of
South Florida in a revenge match
Friday at 1:30.

FTU netter Torn Lucci (above) is all concentration as he returns a
backhand shot to his FSU opponent, while teammate and No. 2 seed
Steve Bryant (below) strains to reach a low volley. Both Bryant and
Lucci won Wednesday to help FTU to a 6-3 win.

KNIGHT
MOVES
The Lady Knight softball team could
only muster five hits duri.ng a 3-1 loss
to the University of South Flqrida last
Tuesday afternoon at Tampa.
FTU, 19-5 , earlier had won the
Miami Dade Community CollegeSouth Invitational Softball Tour. nament for the third consecutive year
in Miami.
Today and tomorrow the .Florida
Tech squad will be at Gainesville for
the University of Florida Invitational
Softball Tournament before hosting
the state tourney next weekend at
Fairview Field in Maitland ...
A SO-acre . site on the south side of
FTU is being cleared to make way for
a $763,500 sports-recreation area
slated for completion by June 16.
Florida Tech's new complex will include soccer, baseball and softball
fields, each with bleacher seats; two
soccer practice fields, two softball
practice fields, six lighted tennis courts, and archery range, two lighted

handball courts, a javelin throw area
and a quarter mile track .. .
Coed Intramural Water Polo entries
are being _accepted until 4 p.m. on
April 19 at P.E . Building room 101.
Games will be scheduled afternoons
between 4 and 6 p.m. starting the week
of April 24.
The rules are designed to encourage
involvement with every team that
plays all scheduled games eligible for
awards. Due to schedule conflicts, the
Intramural Track Meet has been postponed and will be rescheduled at a
later date ...
Six individual and five team records
were broken this past basketball season
at FTU. Knight forward Jerry Prather
bec.a me Tech's aq-time scorer by
breaking five of six individual records.
The Knights broke two single game
team records as they attempted 43 free
throws against Rollins College and
pulled down 67 rebounds against
. Eckerd College.

Phone (305) 365-5061
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Engineer~s

canoe is concrete proof of pride

by Pam Littlefield
•taff wrtter

It looks more like a beached whale
than a technological wonder, but
engineering students at FTU are
justifiably proud of their concrete
canoe.
Although the dimensions are sim ilar
to a more conventional canoe, at 300
pounds it is not something you would
pull out for a lazy paddle around the
lake.
The canoe is being builfby members
of the FTU chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers and will be
entered in the annual concrete canoe
races which will be held at Auburn
·University this year. Engineering
students from as many as 15 schools
are expected to attend the southeast
regional competition.
The actual purpose of the construction and competition of the canoes,
said ASCE member Jerry Kresge, is "to
give students a chance to see what can
be done with concrete." He explained
that building and designing the canoe
is an exercise to acquaint students with
the properties of concrete. There are
still many things that are not known
about the material, he said. By
designing fthe canoes, engineering
students become more aware of the
strengths and weaknesses of concrete.
The builders suffered a slight setback
two weeks ago when their vessel
cracked while it was being lowered into a makeshift pool of water. It was
supposed to be submerged in the water

~#<j

... rt
FTU engineers Nelson Stiles (foreground) and Jeqy Kresge put the
finishing touches on the concrete canoe. (Photo by Pam Littlefield)

ELECT
MARK OMARA
AND
MIKE SCANLON

for 28 days , said ASCE president
Nelson Stiles. Because of the crack ,
they had to pull the canoe out and start
all over again . "Everyone worked
really hard, and we got it done in half
the time," Stiles said .
Although the canoe will h~ve only
18 days to "cure," ASCE members
hope that will be enough time to get it
close to its maximum strength.
Because of the mishap , and the day
on which it occurred, the canoe was
dubbed "The April Fool II."
There will be one more qualifying
race among FTU members of ASCE to
determine who will row the canoe in
competition. Two teams will be
chosen, one men's and one women's,
with two people on each.
'
The students have been p.-acticing
with fiberglass canoes on Lake Claire,
but Kresge pointed out that there will
be a big difference when they operate
the 300 pound concrete model. "There
will be a difference in turning and starting," sai,d Kresge. The greatest dif,
ficulty, however, is expected to come at
the end of the race. "Once this thing
gets going," he said, "it will be hard to
stop."
Stiles estimated that the- canoe and
construction materials cost $I 00 to
$12-5 and nearly 360 man· hours. Most
of the 30 members from ASCE at FTU
participated in the project, he said .
Stiles gave an affectionate glance to
the hulking creation .. "We're reallx
proud of it," he said. "It was a lot of
work on the part of a lot of people."
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WITH - A
NEW OUTLOOK ·
RON JAKUBISIN for President
ARMANDO PAYAS for Vice-President
platform Revamped Legal Aid · _Bette.r·communication _
with Students· Re-organized Cabinet including .
Dept.s for Greeks, Minotities,and Residents·.
S.cholarships(pr~sently s: ·G. offers none)· A
Senate and Executive Branch that wiU work.
University Name Change· More Parking· Peer
Advisement · An Equitable Grade Repeat Policy·
It's Time For New, lnnova'tive Leadership
Vote April 19 & 20

